
"Reviving the spirit of enterprise:the Role of the Federal labs"
in the January Pbysics Today is an excellent discussion of
the issues confronting Federal laboratories. As mentioned, the
Department of Co~erce is working hard to transfer new
technologies from the labs into the economy where they can benefit
those who invest in them~- the American taxpayerl

It is important to comment on these efforts in light of Mr.
Goodwin's editorial comment that sharing royalties with
Federal inventors is "controversial."

John Locke, the British philosopher who laid the groundwork for
Western constitutional government, held as a basic principal of
freedom that "a man has a right to what he hath mixed his labor
with." That this idea also extends to intellectual creativity is
expressly stated in our Constitution where Congress is given the
right to reserve to inventors the exclusive right to their
inventions. Thus, the countries where this intellectual
protection was most fully developed, Great Britain and the United
States, were also the greatest beneficiaries of the Industrial
Revolution which is still the basis of Western prosperity.

Most recently Congress reaffirmed the right of public sector
inventors to directly benefit when inventions made under Federal
R&D are commercialized. Public Law 96-517, enacted in 1980,
requires universities in exchange for patent ownership, to reward
their inventors with a share of royalties. In fact, this
requirement was made with full university support in order to
provide an incentive for joint university/industry R&D. At the
same time Congress recognized that the needs of the nonprofit
sector did not apply to the private sector. Thus, royalty sharing
requirements were not made on small businesses also covered under
P.L. 96-517.

The distinction between public and private institutional
incentives is an important one. The goal of business is to make a
profit through the delivery of new products to the market.
Incentive systems to motivate industry employees are key elements
fueling the entrepreneurial revolution spreading through the
c(juntry~ 'Ttis'cTeattha:t"'FederiHTawshOuTd not dictate
incentive systems for all the different types and sizes of
businesses in this country. Failure to reward productive private
inventors has its own penalty-- they simply leave and work for a
competitor I

This sort of culture does not exist in public institutions such
as laboratories. University and laboratory inventors are hired
to expand the frontiers of knowledge. Commercializing subsequent
discoveries takes a lot of work and dedication. Royalty sharing
is the incentive to undertake this extra work for the hope of
extra rewards. Rewards are predicated on success-- not
guaranteed I

Dismissing a proven incentive system such as royalty sharing as



"controversial" would be a tragic mistake. Existing bureaucratic
award systems have proven to be dismal failures and are regarded
as bad jokes in the research community. Royalty sharing does not
depend on whether ,or not your boss or a board likes you, your
share is determined by the success of the invention in the
marketplace.

Rather than following the ideas of Locke, Federal laboratories
operate more like a system designed by Karl (or maybe
Groucho) Marx. There are nO meaningful incentives for inventors
who work harder, or whose research is important to the economy.
Both the productive and unproductive work under the same wage
scale. The resulting failures were the basis for your article.
Unless inventors are brought into the system we will continue to
waste some of the best R&D performed in the world.

By involving our Federal laboratories-- and Federal inventors-
in our economy we will unleash a source of new technologies
unmatched in the world. The Administration is determined that
this chance will not be wasted.
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sector did not apply to the private sector. Thus, royalty sharing
requirements were not made on small businesses also covered under
P.L. 96-517.
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profit through the delivery of new products to the market.
Incentive systems to motivate industry employees are key elements
fueling the entrepreneurial revolution spreading through the
country. It is clear that Federal law should not dictate
incentive systems for all the different types and sizes of
businesses in this country. Failure to reward productive private
inventors has its own penalty-- they simply leave and work for a
competitor!

This sort of culture does not exist in pUblic institutions such
as laboratories. University and laboratory inventors are hired
to expand the frontiers of knowledge. Commercializing subsequent
discoveries takes a lot of work and dedication. Royalty sharing
is the incentive to undertake this extra work for the hope of
extra rewards. Rewards are predicated on success-- not
guaranteed!

Dismissing a proven incentive system such as royalty sharing as



"controversial" would be a tragic mistake. Existing bureaucratic
award systems have proven to be dismal failures and are regarded
as bad jokes in the research community. Royalty sharing does not
depend on whether or not your boss or a board likes you, your
share is determined by the success of the invention in the
marketplace.

Rather than following the ideas of Locke, Federal laboratories
operate more like a system designed by Karl (or maybe
Groucho) Marx. There are no meaningful incentives for inventors
who work harder, or whose research is important to the economy.
Both the productive and unproductive work under the same wage
scale. The resulting failures were the basis for your article.
Unless inventors are brought into the system we will continue to
waste some of the best R&D performed in the world.

By involving our Federal laboratories-- and Federal inventors-
in our economy we will unleash a source of new technologies
unmatched in the world. The Administration is determined that
this chance will not be wasted.



Paul A. Blanchard and Frank B. McDonald's article "Reviewing

the Spirit of Enterprise: Role of the Federal Labs," is a

timely, well done, useful chronology and discussion of current

issues confronting Federal laboratories. I am grateful for the

authors' acknowledgement of the Department of Commerce's

contribution to the OSTP working group's recommendations on

strengthening technology transfer from the Federal laboratories

to the private sector. I believe it is important, however, to

amplify on part of these recommendations in light of

Irwin Goodwin's editorial note describing the guarantee of at

least 15% of any royalty to government inventor(s) on any

development licensed by the laboratory for commercial use as

being "controversial."

While the specifics of this recommendation are clearly open

to discussion and modification, the following analysis of the

principles involved should help to conclude that the

recommendation is more "necessary" than "controversial."

1) John Locke, the British philosopher who masterfully

built the consensus for western constitutional

government established as one of its principles that

Ita man has a right to what he hath mixed his labor

with~'1 (1) Certainly there can be no argument against

extending that right to a person's own ideas and

inventions.

2) The United States Constitution builds on Locke's thesis

by giving Congress the PQwer to reserve to inventors

the exclusive right to their inventions as an

,.
"



encouragement to the progress of science and useful

arts. (2)

3) Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620, which guarantee

universities and small businesses the right to

inventions made by their inventors in the performance

of Federally funded research, qualified university

ownership and made it consistent with the

constitutional mandate by requiring that royalties be

shared with their inventors. (3) This was done with

university urging as they feared these returns would be

funneled away for other purposes, thereby destroying

the inventors' incentive to participate.

4) The explosion of industry-university collaboration

accompanied by the transfer of technology triggered in

part by P. L. 96-517 (4) suggested the need to

establish similar incentives for technology transfer in

the Federal laboratories since they, like universities,

are isolated from the private sector with no compelling

need to bridge the gap.

5) The university-industry collaborative experience has

not indicated either a desire or an ability of industry

to bias unversities away from basic research to any

great extent. In fact, the relationship has no doubt

given universfties new frontiers to explore which would

not have been otherwise addressed.

6) Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620 do not require royalty

sharing between a small business and its inventors since



the goal of such business is to make a profit through

the delivery of new products, processes and services to

the marketplace. This goal seemed to assure a need to

share the fruits of commercialization with its

inventors through whatever incentive system is deemed

most appropriate, or face the prospect of losing key

people to competitors. New incentive systems to

motivate industry employees are one of the key elements

fueling the entrepreneurial revolution spreading

through the country. It is clear that Federal law

should not in....~erfere wit!h this kind of industrial
ku~e~~/

flexibility. ;;rhiS sort of flexibility cannot be

developed in nonprofit or public institutions as their

goals are not primarily aimed at delivering new

products, processes or services to the marketplace

unless laws permit them to do so.

The need to address the incentives that are necessary to

motivate Federally employed inventors to participate in the

innovative process is one of the important issues of our day.

Dismissing royalty-sharing which is an e~7abAishe~ po~ic.Y in .~
~ot- "(1Jie,../ /fe/,/,/ W:'J (]1

unversities as being "contr over s LaLn O_liiiPZZing that government
/A

boards that randomly and insufficiently, if ever, reward

inventors does not respond to the problem.

Moreover, the Administration's commitment to strengthening

third world intellectual property laws through negotiation is

best centered on how they and their inventors

failure to address the interests of Federally

can benefit. A
A1

employed inventors
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thought most ,~ignii).\,a,ntfor the development of the
social sciences : political. theory, religious ideas,
""on()ll1!c ideas, epistemology, psychology, educa-

tional i:h",O!J":"< /. " ... .. .• .' .'.. <

.P()litical •.•~ought, . Lpcke's ,mll,j()7>bori#l>l1tl()ns
to .poli~calt!l()l1gh~li:l'~in]H~'$ec:.()71~ •. 7'r~~ti$,e;·ll,
docrn.t'eJ1tIlot()riolI~y JacIq11~ln~Y"f"m'~li:l'tlY.1Je- .••..
causepf.itsreIrlnantcll;,r~et"7,iji.ilt'Mll~c~~s", •.•·of.· .

·4ts . c()nnection .' with··.cOrl.t7rnp07axY~ye#~~'.pli:l'tly
be;;aus~,uf' Locke's failuretore"lVl:ite'itsUlJ~taI1~~y

. forP1J1>lication in 1689,tenye~s~.te~it"cOInple
tion. Within its own tinIet!l7'\Y()7fcoIltain~d ~~aI1
gerous"doctrines, some aIl~t!lem~ti>::7dllY ~et::.7ee

:in 1683, when-Locke fledhiscol1ntry, By the time
')tlf itsPI11>~cation,however,it expressed the parlia-
>mentarian ideals of mixed governnIent and separa

tion of powers established in England by i:he polit
ical settlement reached after' William's invasion,
The origins of the tract seem to have been in the
Exclusion crisis; it was designed to justify consti
tutional change, for which Locke undertook to in
vestigate the origins and structure of civil (political)
society. His polemical aim was to diminish popular
acceptance of the patriarchalism which gave au
thority to much of the contemporary argument for
absolutism; to do so, he postulated an original,
direct relation of every man to God rather than to
or through any political intermediary. Each inan
was in some sense God's "property": bypassing the
notion of Adam asa model ruler of the social
group, Locke postulated a state of nature regulated
by laws derived from God, a. state of nature in
which men were equal arid free before the Lord
and each other. Paradoxically, the rule of law (in
this case, the rule of the law of nature) was requi
site for freedom; without such natural law man's
"freedom" would have been anarchy. In this sense
Locke's conception approached the anarchic state
of nature postulated by Hobbes, although his in
sistence upon fundamental natural law saved him
from Hobbes's pessimism about the lawlessness of
basic human nature. From this natural condition,
Locke inferred both a 'jaw of reason;' ~which~
lhdividuals reach and assent to social consensus,
i[',~ the practical laws requisite to Pflrz£it, eve.!} to
insure, person reedom see NATURAL LAW].

Origtn y, in the state of nature, executive power
of the natural law was vested in every individual;
subsequently-whether suddenly or gradually is
not made. clear-s-men consented to live in a com
mon society regulated by the communal executive
power of the law of nature. Locke divided this
communal power into three-the legislative, exec
utive, and federative powers-with judicial deci
sion a general power of the political commonwealth.

To effect the passage from the state of nature

in 1695, The Reasonableness of Christianity'(ibid"
vol. 7, pp: 1-158); ~arious defenses of the Essay;
econorrrio.tracts] and paraphrases of Paul's Epistles,
Much of the.Immediate stimulusto this work was
topica!:r,hiS study of education.grew out ofprivate

·leiters.tC his, friend Edward Clarke;.-the economic.
tracts liJ)' sprang from fiscal and coinmercial prob- .
lems of the governmen:t; the laier writings on tol
eration-wsre called foith bY'atNicks on bj~,ideas
and on~William'sefforts.to\S'olve 'thi!'piotilein of
dissent "in EngJa\ld. Characterls!:icany; 'however,'
even his,topical Writings contam:'elements of "phi
los0!ihy('generalizations not reqilb:ed'bft4e work's
immediate polemical purpose,

..;.. '. ,,:; f, ','" ";"" '," ,"
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LOCKE, JOHN

to "civil society,". Locke developed his important· proi"ty his obligations to the government that
=V-anationon the idea of property, :which in turn repre, . him. In turn, the government may not
gradedmtohis theory opabor. From the natural- touch\. foperty (i.e., levy taxes) without his
Ilaw pustulate-iliat a man has propertytn his awn conseJ.1rough his representative.OIle implica-
]life,. Locke derived the view that. a man-has prop" ti91'/'/chis formulation is a doctrine of resistance,
,ertymthe things Ilece~sary.to the preservation of or revolution, as expressed in the last chapter of
thatnfe, so !oIlg asihose things are rightfully his the Secon1 Treatise, the chapter which, above all

\ ( .at IS, taken from e commonwealth at a point. . others, Inad~ Loc~7 objectionable to the government
. ,,:hen the' spe . . . . . .. ' . rived '". before )688 andvaluable to the government there-
no~ .... .: e ~A a a.ri ht.In htmselr ..~daJ'ter:Unliketh~ Protestant reslstance-theorists of

'H" us in .his 0 '. ..•. . or· in turn he hasarightt() the sixteenth century.Locke did not base his revo
i).'YI1_~t"he hat!lrni"ed his Jabor with" or a right t() )~tionarytheoryupon sanctions of conscience or
~.propertY..•..•., 0 "lJ'. ofthis is oc • . religion; unlike the English parliamentarians of the

_..'~... '; e abor theory of-' value; almos.t incidental ..· 16.40s, he did not base it On precedents in English
~":,:,:",:,:"--,.-,:,,,,,:,:,,; .. " -,-,:.. - .. : :., -. -.- .. -. '-.-: -. -.. -.: '-: .. " - -

;~(JJ;Rs argument: .theValue~d the price oIcom-' law; unlike Algernon Sidney, he did not base it on
IIlodities .. in any. society reflect. the labor that has .a metaphysical and metapsychological natural right

.;"g.PIle'into. them. •. ••...•.••.•. '"<'// .•..... ...) to. liberty; rather, he advocated a restrained and
Ther~:Ire.1:W0~o!tsof relati0nsbet:ween IIlen, considered revolution for the restoration of proper

!~efirst a naturalsocia1coIltJ:"et.enteredlnt.o by balance in the body politic. [See SOCIAL CONTRACT.]
tIle exercise of~ati0Il.al.?pnsiderati0Il~of~elf-P!es' Locke's theory of government emphasizes proc-
ervationcthe seconddetit;edI1Y.l'ightsinprope~ty. ess, both the hypothetical process of human devel-
The f~ction~deIl~.()fg()ye~Inentar~thepres- opment from a state of nature to civil society and
e:rvation.of life, liI17rtY;.:u:~pr()pel'ty.One?()rollary the processes of self-government. He therefore

,iPf thi~,fonnlll~t10~.~s;iIt"tp()liticaIl'ights derive limited the number of specifiable elements in the
.:fro;n:r~()perty~~.th~ttil~wope!tyl~ss~~7itl1er proper.commonwealth and was careful to leave

.;;ytthp':'t political>l'ights()":Iresl"y~s;SIl?hacon- ample room for adjustments to changing social
.;s~pg?n.ofthe. c()~on;vveaIth pel'Inits;~m:rhasis needs, He was, in short, indicating a successful
'b()tI1-()Il thecommon~t~~estapd onpr1vaie. hold- process of representative majority rule rather than

(ipg.s,':Whi?hin Locke's essay (in .lin~.with seven- setting up an exclusive structure for one. Hence,
i¥~ntl1-c~ntury usage.~d.nottons.ofvalue) gen- there are large areas of his thought which seem
, ~aJlY'IIl~~IlsI~~.., .•. -. ........; '. blank, either because he was unconcerned with
;;YVJth()l.lt.~.~ysense deIlYin~ the importance total consistency or because he was concerned with
R~;V'a,li<j:jty.()~afa.nillia~.,organizati?n of society, leaving social alternatives open, especially in "mat-
.ilc¥e.de,iIIoIls~"tedthaithe POW~!.ov~rchildren ters of indifference."
m?Jq~I1e~d~Ilt~y~~t~~..~ tI1e, fatIler (who shares Views on religion. His toleration theory, taken
~·~tIltIleIIl0tIl.~r;int~mt1IlglyeIlollgh)issimply in conjunction with his religious views, demon-
~'f?~()f $Ilst~e,~Np:tI1~~ll.!<j:j:Il1""f"tIlerhas cer- strates his appreciation of practical approaches.
hiin()!Jliga~oIlst0:W:Irdliis.<:lJil'¥~Il,~speciallyto Thus, his Letter Concerning Toleration of 1689,
~tlc:"tetl1~ll).;.:WJ;1e~>th~.cJWdJ;eIlre,~cl1full exer- Locke dealt with Christian toleration, "the chief

~~e?.ffueirrea~6Il'tIley.al'~fiee<,f!()msubjection characteristical mark of the true church," Since
:tci"\l1e-;vi11~d?oIIlIn~d.o.f thefath~r.':'The family every man appears orthodox to himself, no One in
!YM,fo.rI.oc¥~~~p()rt~tin his th~o!y of the ori- his right or his wrong mind will accept as just the
m~ ()f9yits()(,~ety,theconjlln?tion Of male and persecution of himself; furthermore, since in any
,~mw.el1.~iIlgb()tl1·I':.~YInb()l of ,,~~er assent and case persecution cannot touch a man's inmost con-
Ibliga~?W.~d.'~PIin'arysta¥ejn the voluntary viction, regardless of what he may say under stress,

"WtlI)itt'.cif,gt"Il~fTh~s,.even. in families, there is no practical merit in persecution. Locke
.~tJ:~ry.goy~~~~tis:'imp()ssible"; in common- politicized the problem of religious pluralism, as-
a+t111t11e.~e.c.~ss:!i;¥.b{)II:s~ritofe~ch individual signing to the civil magistrate the protection of
e~\e.t.;.iIlfotli~b(,nq..of.9~. society (the social various rights .(here defined as "life, liberty, and

.?:il~act) eventuates~.electio.Il;th~choice of rep- indolency of body") of members of a common-
r7sentatives?harged to exercis~Iegislativepower. wealth. The care of souls was no more committed
I"egislative P?wer is supreme in Locke's miXed gov- by God to the civil magistrate than the care of one
ernment of separate legislative, executive, and fed- man's conscience was committed to any other
.erative powe!s. His. assumption is that a man with member of society. The magistrate's power con-

l,p.olitical right.. s.•.•....(.. b.•.Y...re.ason of his property in him- sists only in civil force, which is irrelevant to anyIself) enters int0l'0litical life, inheriting with his church (defined as "a voluntary society of men").





kind of negative example, the supremacy of experi
ence over rational powers: a man taught to dance
in a room containing a trunk could never dance in
the absence of a similar trunk; a man nearly axed
ina doorway by a berserk village idiot could never
go through a door without glancing behind him.
So by experience, governing intellectual and emo
tional constellations are induced in individual
minds. This doctrine and that of the tabula rasa
underlie Locke's precepts for education. [See
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY; LEARNING; ROLE;

SENSES.]

In the sense that he postulated ideas as originat
ing in sensation, Locke's psychology is certainly
mechanistic. His general concern, however, to es
tablish the same organic interrelationship for the
contents of the mind as for the members of the
body or the state, tempers his mechanism with
organic and developmental notions. Although he
conceived of the body as made up of elements in a
mechanistic organization, he saw that mechanism
as having considerable feedback into its own indi
vidual, even idiosyncratic, development. Feedback
is in turn not automatic, in his view, since the
mind's judgment, the faculty which selects and ar
ranges ideas in relation to one another, is also con
stantly at work during consciousness.

Locke's social conception of language may serve
as a partial model for his ideas of how men under
stand as well as of how society functions: Although
the designation of words is established by consen
sus, each man may alter it privately for himself
alone, according to his individual associations of
words and experience. Furthermore, though en
countered as datum in each man's life, language is
not rigid but is subject to modification over time
by the social needs of the group using it.

Pedagogy. Locke's ideas of education follow
from his psychology. The child inevitably grows
into the man and should grow into as healthy a man
as possible. Since each child is. strongly individ
uated, no fixed regime works for all children, but
Locke laid down general rules of education, chiefly
applicable (as he wrote) to gentry sons whose duty
was to undertake public service.• Boys were to be
educated at home, carefully fed, clothed, and
taught to build and preserve good health. The
father was to "imprint" obedience on his son but
with such care and tact as. to turn' the child-suhject
naturally into his friend. Rewards and punish
ments were to be systematic but moderate (Locke
outlawed beating, as making a child slavish). The
father, tutor, and governor, charged with educating
the child, were to be his moral exemplars; therefore,
it was necessary for parents both 'to regulate them-
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of his effort to describe human understanding. His
major hypothesis, that the mind is not equipped
with innate ideas or principles but is at its forma
tion a "white paper" (his translation of tabula rasa),

·was reached in part through his- own empirical
..' observation of children. He concluded that there

. •. .are only two ways of human understariding, by sen
· sation and by reflection on ideas derived from sen

.'. sation. His whole notion of "understanding" is
.-. developmental, throughout the Essay he cited ex

., "amples from his observation of the successive stages
·:':of men's lives. From his observation of children,
··:he· demonstrated that their understanding derives

from their experiefice"dCtfie external and social
--world. Approximating modem notions-of "control,"
~ Locke' 'cited' a great dear of evidence from his ob
~,.servation· of human. beiIigs who 'were exceptional
-·'in that they 'lacked some' "normal" element of ap-

· prehension 'or reflection" -children, not yet devel
:oped to full powers; idiots; men born blind (includ

<"ing the famous philosophical example of a man
· Who by an operation got his sight); men suffering

from amnesia because their heads had been kicked
· by -horses. ' In spite of their deflciencies, all such
·'people entertained ideas that seemed to them as
'authentic as those "clear and distinct" ideas that

-: :are>the hallmark of proper understanding. Mad
'ness, drunkenness, and-dreaming interested Locke:
:-the Cartesian criterion for human existence, con-
'sciousness; seemed to him too narrow to account
'for "the existence of faultily conscious minds. His
solutio,{ to the problem' of identity turned on as

.immpiions now associated with gestalt psychology;

.·on the continuous existence of an organized body
whose parts (including its intellectual store) shift
over time in relation to one another. So "the night
aan': and "th!:' day man," the drunken man and
l1e' sober man, the madman and the sane man may

;oeXist in'the same person, even though their con-
tiol over consciousness may be intermittent or in
terrupted. To this notion may be connected Locke's
idea'of-what are nowadays called "roles," the multi
ple rehitions, psychological and social (father,
pr~~,e~-j'~'~:(3.Qh·;·':-_sqJ:1-~l1_~l~~_r:_~ervant;:master, older,
':younger, etc.), possible and even inevitable in every
'~anY experience. Memory (retention), the opera
'\ion of which was never altogether accounted for
J;' the' Lockean philosophy or psychology, plays
.;;: major part in maintaining continuous personal
,identity. One of Locke's major psychological in

:.;- sights, that arbitrary mental connections are
:' . "stamped" on men's minds by the chance conjunc-

· tions of their experience, appears in the famous
· chapter on the association of ideas, an afterthought

. ' in his organization. There he demonstrated, by a

~AW tA .__~m__._________ _ _
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selves and to choose their surrogates With care, sian mechanism, and his ontological proof of God's
Though childrenmust leilfn self-denial, some crav- existence is brief and efficient partly because Des-
mgsmay be gratified, especially s\nce "craving" is cartes's similar proof was so thoroughly argued.
soclosely allied to «?uriosity~"nature's instrument Locke's nominalism had many sources: Greek ern-
tocorreet ignoranc.~;Solh~ child must bean0'N~d''.. , piricism,the Scotist tradition in scholasticism, and
to learn wheI)everrea~yandcan?ftenbe cozened' "',' chiefly.Francis Bacon and his followers in contem-
into learning. bymeansofgarrJ.,es.:~:nd toys. Chil- porary England.
dren'siquestionsmust fllwflysb~answered truth: However connected to other strands in the his-
fully, and conv~rsatioI)wjththem Inust be free of tory of thought, Locke was characteristically orig-
cond~sce:ns!;on.lnstructionitlthe nature of reality mal In pattern and device. His empirically argued
-inelu<ling the idea ofG()d,ex?l~dingthe idea of rejection of innate ideas and principles, for exam-
goblins,,:;,was tobeundertaken~arl)'." . ple, in the first book of the Essay ran counter to

As for learning itsejf,Locke'sprogramvvas prac- traditional epistemologies ancient and modern,
tical :r"ading,writiI)g, Fren?h,thenLatip{for use, Among his contemporaries, both Cartesians and
chiefly);)geography, arilhrneti?'''flstronomy,geom- Cambridge Platonists, as well as most divines,
etry, chronol0ID',history~ethics,?ivil1aw, rhetoric postulated innateness as the basis of human know- .
and 10gie,na1;Uralphi1osophY;tl1~nGreek and Latin ing, relying on both Platonic and Stoical author-
ascllIturals~bject~ and.Tastof all, method. For ities. In psychology and epistemology a major con-
Iearntngby.roteLockehad no use; he also advo- tribution was his concept of the association of
cat"dlealningsuchpractical subjects as trade and ideas, an involuntary experiential formation in the

',accountan"Yas well as recreations such as music, thought of individual men caused by the linkage
. dancing, gardening, [oinery-s-all useful to young of their simultaneous experiences, In economic

"Inenofproperty. Finally, the young man should thought his is the first full argument for the labor
tta~er,firstathome and later abroad, before set- theory of value; his notions of property, revolution,'
fling down to matrimony and his. ~ocial and polit- and the social contract, though deriving from nat-
icaL obligations at the age of one and twenty. ural-law theory and resistance theory, are combined

in a new interrelation and based upon assumptions
of the rule of law that are neither narrowly legal
istic nor generally metaphysical.

Across the range of Locke's topics of investiga
tion his preoccupations are clear: his constant in
terest in the relation of thought to behavior, his
concern for the balance of individual right and
social obligation, his provisional attitudes to solu
tions, his distrust of dogmatism, his emphasis on
equilibrium and self-stabilization. The last empha
sis governs his notion of "power," according to

which, even though a man is limited in his finite
existence by certain conditional restraints, he is
nonetheless free to exercise his mind and even his
will. Notions of stabilization and equilibriumop
erate In his epistemology too, where individual
understanding is, among other things, conceived
as a constant altering of the balance and relation
ship between different experiences and ideas. Con
nected with this, one of Locke's personal behavior
patterns makes some sense: from the 1650s until
the 1690s Locke, wherever he was, joined or organ
ized discussion groups in which ideas could be
cooperatively investigated and idiosyncrasies modu
lated intoa permissive consensus.

Locke's influence can hardly be overestimated;
nor can it be accurately measured. His idealism, his
concentration upon the autonomy of inward life
found an extreme, though corrective, disciple in
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~i!m ':Loc~~'sp:igiI)alityand influence ..
~,~1: .. Injt~day Locke'sth9~g~t seemed strikingly
~:Ki>::- ."'new,".·cas.tinane.w.la... nguage,Jo.r any literate man
F;'\.H "" , ',' ","~ """ " _',' '.'
~(;,ML, -to readj-dt had,naturally,_many~ourcesand ana-
!~N: loguesin ancient and contemporary thought. His
l4\!: skepticisIn and empiricism came from deep within
!;~i i. the medical traditlon. his .: attitude, and even the
~Nr. words he used, recall Sextus Empiricus and, more
~~~lt:: .' often 1 'M?ntaigne,another essayist 'Concerned with
liR' .knowing, education, understanding, nescience, and
~Jli probabiliry. Locke had, too, a recognizably British
,;\1;, stoicism, a preference for directness and plainness
~W in morality and rhetoric; he often cited Seneca and
\\;11 the stoical writings of Cicero. His toleration theory
fl" derived from a long lineof.Protestant writers going
;. back to Servetus and Erastus and exemplified by

his Arminian friends; there are affinities between
his view ofchurch-state relations and the thought
of Chillingworth, Falkland, and John Owen. His
citations of natural law are to Hooker and Grotius,
whose books he certainly knew, though he seems
to have referred to them more out of piety and the
need for authorities than from any desire to analyze
their thought In relation to his own. Although he
was a notable revisionist of the Cartesian episte

.mology and psychology, Locke's doctrine of ideas
owes something to Descartes, his psychological
theory of sensationalism shares elements of Carte-
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Berkeley; his skepticism, in Hume. At first his
Essay was fiercely attacked. Later, except for such
idealists as Leibniz and his own pupil, the third
earl of Shaftesbury, for most educated people the
book seemed to provide as comprehensive a de

, scription and explanation of the mind's workings
:.: as Newton's of the workings of the cosmos. Locke's
~,lnfluence on deist thought, perceptible in his Iife
, time and deplored by him, was considerable both
, In England and in France; his notions of private
education were often cited by eighteenth-century

',English gentlemen at home and in the colonies;
his, psychological principles were gradually ab
sorbed Into accepted belief and can be traced 'par-'
ticularly in the work of eighteenth-century novelists
:le.g., Richardson, Sterne, and Diderot). Voltaire's
.enthusiasm for' Locke's ideas had considerable
',effect in popularizing them in prerevolutionary
France, As for political thought, the American and
French revolutions have been laid at his door: un

,', questionably his work was widely read In both
~>countries by men concerned for their political
, tights,' but how deeply they read it remains an

open question.: His epistemology inaugurated a
."new way of ideas," his psychology certainly bore
fruit In' nineteenth- and twentieth-century psycho
'logical theory. LOCKe's works tum up in many auc
tion lists of eighteenth-century private libraries and
care found In the libraries of ancient educational
Institutions in England and America: Trinity Col-
-lege" Dublin, Incorporated the doctrines of the
Essay, Into its basic curriculum at an early stage,
:and'Locke's influence' at colonial Harvard has also
'been attested.
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not necessarily point to a natural law; they may
point to a law establl"!ied by the gods, or what in
later parlance Is called a positive divine law. The
notion of naturalla",pre.supposes the notion of
nature, and the notionofnature is not coeval with

':'::',',.:::"",;<:":.,:.'::: .•,;,,:::.. >.::;--;>:
human thought;henQ~.. '{t:be~ejs no natural law
teaching, for instance, 'in . the Old Testament,
Nature was discovered by the Greeks in contradis
tinction to art (the knowledge guiding the making
of artifacts) and, above all, to nomos (law, custom,
convention,agreement, authoritative opinion). In
the light of the original 'lleaJ13ngof "nature.r the
notion of "natural law" \1J6J1f'>rl)< </>V(]'EO<) is a con
tradiction ill ter,ms rather than', a matter of course.

ThepriJllaryquestionIs less concerned with
natural law than with natural right, I.e., what is

. by nature right or just. Is all right conventionaliJa
(of human origin), or is there some right which iSr'l'\.
natural (</>v(]'d /)tKDiiov)? This question was raised
on the assumption that there are things which are
by nature good (health, strength; intelligence, cour-
age, etc.). Conventionalism (the view that' all
right is conventional) derived its support in the
first place from the variety of notions of justice, a
variety incompatible with the supposed uniformity
of a right that is natural. Yet the conventionalists.
could not deny that justice possesses a core that is
universally recognized, so much so. that inju~tice
must have recourse to lies or to "myths" in 'order
to become publicIv defensih

Plato

Socrates' disciple Plato is the first philosopher
whose writings proper have come down to us [see
PLATO]. While Plato cannot be said to have set
forth a teaching.of natural law (ct. Gorgias 483E
and Timaeus 83E), there can be no doubt that he
opposed conventionalism, he asserts that there is a
natural right, i.e., something which is by nature

n'

e precise issue then concerned the status' of
that right which is universally rec?gnized: iStlJat
right mereLy the condition of the living together of
~ar society (i.e., of a society constitllted

by covenant or agreement, with that right deriving
its validity from the preceding covenant); or is '
there a justice among men as men which d,~o~elU""-

rive from any human arrangement? n other
war s, 1 Justice based only on ca arion of the
advantage of living together, or is it choiceworthy
for its own sake and therefore "by nature"? The
two possible answers were given prior fa Socrates.
For. our knowledge of the thought of the pre
Socratic philosophers, however, we depend entirely
on fragments of their writings and on reports by
'later thinkers.
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#atul'~na~~ which was for many centuries the
. basis of the predominant Western political thought,

.isrej~cted inour time by almost all students of
society who are not Roman Catholics. It is rejected

- , :.,, ~
~hieflY?Il t\'V0 different grounds, Each of these
groundscor~espondsto one of the two. schools of
thought which are predominant todayin the West,
positiviSm and historicism. According to positivism,
genuine kn?\'Vledge is scientifickno\'Vledge; scien
tific . knowledgevcan never valldatewalue judg
ments; alld' all statements asserting natural law
are value judgments, According to historicism,
science (i.e. modern science) is but one historical,
continge"t form or. mati's understanding of the
world; all such forms depend ona specific Weltan
schauung; In everyWeltanschc!Uyng the "cate
gorles" of theoretical understanding and the basic
·v31ues" are 1nSe~arllble. Heneethe separation of
factual judgments' from value judgments is in
principle untenaIJle;since every notion of good and
right b~longs to a 'specific Welt~nschauung, there
cannot be allattlral'lil~ binding man as man.

c.Giventhe preponderanceicf positivism and his-:
toricfsm, natural law i~today primarily a historical
.~ubject. ' "'; ? ',' '.'

<c.i\i> By"itiltural1aw~ ts.meant a law that determines
. ';Whatis right-and wrong and that has power or is
1711.••. '. yalidby nature, inherently, hence everywhere and

a.I~ays, 'Naturallaw is a "higher law," but not every
higherJaw is natural. The famous verses in Sopho
cles' Antigone (449-460) in which the herl'ine ap
peals from the man-made law to a higher law do

'0'-"" . ,~ ~_,
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~t.The~atllrallyjustor right is the "idea".. .
. Justice (Republic501B; also see 500c, n, 484c, n),

justice H~elf,.ju~tice pureiuld simple. "Justice"
is define~ fwooingone'~?""P"business or, rather,
doingone'~'()"'llpusine~~)'inacertain manner:
i.e., "yvell"i(~3:3A,,!!;44:311).Aman(or, rather, his

.'. soul)?ra·pip'ig'justif$a,,?h. of its parts does its
•",ork well and th~s the whole .is healthy; a soul or
acityisjllst if it .is healthy or.in good order(cf.

'. 444Il, E)":'Thif soul is in good order if each of -its
three.parts.(reason,~pirit~~ess,desire)has ac
quired .its specific virt.lJe ?' perfection, and as a
consequence .of this the'indh,idual is well ordered
toward his. fellow men and especially his fellOWJ

'.cl'ti'.zens. Th..•... e.••.. in..•...•d.i..VI.'dual is well ordered toward hisfellow citizens if he assigns to each what is in-
trinsically good for him and, hence, what is intrin
sically good .for 'the city as a whole. From this it
f(jllowstl)at only the wise man or the philosopher
can be trulyjust.
The~eis"naturalorder of the virtues and the

other good things; this natural order is the stand
.ard for legislation. (Laws 631B,n). One may there
fore' say that the. natural right in Plato's sense is in
tl1~ first)llacethenatural order of the virtues as the
natural.perfections of the human soul (cf. Laws

.'.•.... 765E--.766>1-!t as. well as the natural order of the
'-. 0tl1~things that are by nature good. But assigning

to each what. is good for him by nature is impos
sible .In anysociety. Such assigning requires that

• the men who. know what is by nature good for each'
and all, !the philosophers, be the absolute rulers
and that absolute communism (communism re
gardillg property, women, and children) be estab
lisl1edamong those citizens who give the common
wealth its character, it also requires equality of the
sexes. This order is the political. order according
to nature,as distinguished from and opposed to the
conventional order (Republic 456B,C; cf. 428E).

[

Thus natural right in Plato's sense also determines
the best regime, inwl1ichthose ",ho are best by
nature and training,·:the wise men;r~le_the unwise
with .absolute pO",er, assigning to each of them

·.Wh". " "'~j'"'i",'"" ,"b,""~ good
o' \Y for hbn''rhe actualizatio:nofthe best regime proves

indeed to be impossible or at least extremely i
probable; only a diluted. versioll of that politic
order which strictly corresponds. to natural right
can in rlla,son be expected.

'The .establishment •of. the •• best regime is ob
stru,?ted.inthe last analysis by the body, the only
thing that is by nature private (Laws 739c; Re
public 464n), or wholly incapable of being com
mon. Accordingly, sheer bodily (brachial) force
must be recognized as having a natural title to rule,
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a title indeed inferior to that deriving from wis
dom but not destroyed by it (Laws 690A, c). Po
litical society requires the dilution of the perfect
and exact right, of natural right proper: of the
right in accordance with which the wise would
assign toeveryone what he deserves according to
his virtue and therefore would assign unequal
things to unequal people. The principle governing
the dilution is consent, Le., the democratic prin
ciple of simple equality, according to which every
citizen' possesses the same title to rule as every
other (Laws 756E-758A). Consent requiws free
dom under law FIeeedom here means both the par
tl}jjpatjPB in political rule ofthoseunwise'meg.}¥ho
are capable of acguiriIJ.g common or politicaLvir
tu);, and their possessing private propern-. Law can
never be more than an approximation to the ver
dicts of wisdom, yet it is sufficient fo delineate the
requirements of common or political virtue, as well

. as the rules of property, marriage, and the like.

Aristotle

It is in accordance with the general character Of
Aristotle's philosophy that his teaching regarding
natural right is much closer to the ordinary under
standing of justice than is Plato's [see ARISTOTLE] .
In his Rhetoric he speaks of "the law according to
nature" as the unchangeable' law common to all
men, but it is not entirely certain that he takes that
law to be more than something generally admitted
and hence useful in forensic rhetoric. At least two
of his three examples Of natural law do not agree
with what he himself regarded as naturally right
(Rhetoric 1373b4-18). In the Nicomachean Ethics
(1l34b18-1l35a5) he speaks not, indeed, of natu
ral law but of natural right. Natural right is th§t\
right which has everywhere the same power and
does not owe its validity to human enactment,
AIrstotie does not give a single explicit example;
but he seems to imply that such things as helping
fellow citizens who are victims of misfortune reo,
suiting from the performance of a civic duty, and
worshiping the gods by sacrifices, belong to nat-
~This interpretartwl··1s 'conect, natu
ral right is that right which must be recognized
by any political society if it is to last and which forI

. reason is everywhere in force. atur n
thus understoo delineates . , um conditions
of political life, so much so that sound positive
right occupies a higher rank than natural right.
N atural right in this sense is indifferent to the
difference among regimes, whereas posItive right
is r'jjranve to the type of regime-positive right is
democratic, oligarchic, etc. (cf. Politics 1280a8
22). "Yet," Aristotle concludes his laconic state-

..
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ment on natural right, "one regime alone is by
nature the best everywhere." This regime, "the most
divine regime," is a certain kind of kingship, the
only regime thatdoes not require any positive right
(Politicf 1284a4--15; 1288aI5-29). The flooring
and the ceiling, the minimum condition and the
.maximum possibility of political society, are natu
ral and do not in any way depend on (positive)
law.

ArlstdtIe does not explicitly link his teaching
regarding natural right with his teaching regarding
commutative and distributive justice, but the prin
ciples of commutative and distributive justice can
not possibly belong to merely positive right. Com
mutative justice is the kind of justice which obtains
in ail kinds of exchange of goods and services (it
therefol'.~includes' such principles as the just price
and thefair wage) as well as in punishment; dis
tributive justice has its place above ail in the
assigIlJllent of political honors or offices. Natural
right, understood in terms of commutative and
distributive justice is not identical with natural
ight ,as· delineating the minimum coudHjODS of
',olitical life: the bad regimes habitually counteract
he principles of distributive justice and last never

theless. Aristotle is no longer under a compulsion
to demand the dilution of natural right. He teaches
that ail natural right is changeable; he does not
make the distinction made by Thomas Aquinas
between the unchangeable principles and the
changeable conclusions. This would seem to mean
that sometimes, in extreme or emergency situa

it IS just to deviate even from the most
general principles of natural right.

Natural law becomes a philosophic theme for
first time in Stoicism. It there becomes the

tneme not primarily of moral or political philosophy
of physics (the science of the universe). The

natural (or divine or eternal) law is identified with
God, the highest god (fire, ether, or air), or his
reason, I.e., with the ordering principle that per
vades and thus governs the whole by molding
eternal matter. Rational beings can know that law
and knowingly comply with it insofar as it applies
to tl:teir conduct. In this application natural law
directs man toward his perfection, the perfection
of arational and social animal; it is "the guide of
life and the teacher of the duties" (Cicero, On the
Nature of the Gods I, 40); it is the dictate of reason
regarding human life. Thus the virtuous life as
choiceworthy for its own sake comes to be under
stood as compliance with natural law-s-with a law,
and hence as a life of obedience.

Inversely, the content of natural law is the whole
of virtue. The virtuous life as the Stoics understood
it is, however, not identical with the life of moral
virtue (as distinguished from the life of contem
plation), for one of the four cardinal virtues is
wisdom that is above ail theoretical wisdom; the
virtuous !Dan isth.e wise man or the philosopher.
One is temptedto say that the Stoics treat the study
of philosophy.as ifit were a moral virtue, Le., as
something which could be demanded from most
men. Justice, another of the four virtues, consists
primarily in doing what is by nature right. The
foundation of right is man's natural inclination
to love his fellow men, not merely his fellow citi
zens: there is a natural society comprising ail men
(as well as ail gods). The inclination toward the
universal society is perfectly compatible with the
equally natural inclination toward political society,
which is of necessity a particular society. The un
changeable and universally valid natural law-a
part of which determines natural right, i.e., that
with which justice, in contradistinction to wisdom,
courage, and temperance, is concerned-is the
ground of all positive law; positive laws contradict
ing natural law are not valid. .

It is sometimes asserted that the Stoics differ
from Plato and Aristotle by being egalitarians.
Differing from Aristotle. (but not from Plato), they"
denied, that there are, slaves by naturej but this
does not prove that according to them all men are
by nature . equal in the decisive respect, i.e., as
regards the possibility of becoming wise or virtuous
(Cicero, On the Ends of the Good and Bad Things
IV, 56). The peculiarity of the Stoics, in contradis
tinction to Plato and Aristotle, that explains why
the Stoics were the first philosophers to .assert
unambiguously the existence of natural law would
seem to be the fact that they teach in a much less
ambiguous way than Plato, to say nothing of Aris
totle, the existence of a divine providence that
supplies divine sanctions for the compliance or
noncompliance with the requirements of virtue.
(CL Cicero, Laws II, 15-17; Republic III, 33-34.)

The Stoic natural law teaching is the basic
stratum of the natural law tradition. It affected
Roman law to some extent. With important modifi
cations it became an ingredient of the Christian
doctrine.

Christian teaching

The Christian natural law teaching reached its
theoretical perfection in the work of Thomas
Aquinas [see AQUINAS]. It goes without saying that
in the Christian version, Stoic corporealism ("ma
terialism") is abandoned. While natural law retains
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A sufficient sanction is supplied by divine pun
ishment for transgressions of the natural law, but
it is not entirely clear whether human reason can
establish the fact of such punishment; Thomas
surely rejects the Gnostic assertion that God, does
not punish and the assertion of certain Islamic
Aristotelians that the only divine, punishment, is
the loss of eternal felicity. He does say that sinis
considered by the theologians chiefly insofar as it
is an offense against God, whereas the moral phi
losophers consider sin chiefly insofar as it is op
posed to reason; These thoughts could lead to the
view of some later writers that natural law strictly
understood is Ilatural reason itself, i.e., natural law
does notcommand and forbid but only «indicates";
natural law thus understood would be possible even
if there were no God (cf, Suarez, TractatUs de
legibus ac de Deo legislatore II, 6, sec, 3; Grotius,
De jure belli ac pacis, Prolegomena, sec. 11;
Hobbes, Leviathan, chapter 15-end; 12cke, TreaS
tises of Civil Government II, sec. 6; Leibniz, Theo-
d~, sec. 183). ~

Thomas treats natural right (as distinguished
from natural law) in his discussion of justice as a
special virtue (Summa theologica II, 2, 57). There
in he is confronted with the task of reconciling
with the Aristotelian teaching the Roman law dis
tinction between ius naturale and -ius gentium,
according to which natural right deals only with
things common to all animals (like procreation
and the raising of offspring), whereas the ius
gentium is particularly human. The Roman law
distinction might seem to reflect early convention
alist teaching (cf. Democritus, fr, 278). Thomas'
reconciliation apparently paved the way for the
conception of "the state of nature" as a status
antedating human society. (Cf. Suarez, Tractarus
II, 18, sec. 4.)

The Thomistic natural law teaching, which is
the classic form of natural law teaching, was al
ready contested in the Middie Ages on various
grounds. According to Duns Scotus, only the com
mandment to love God-or, rather, the prohibition
against hating God-belongs to natural law in the
strictest sense. According to Marsilius of Padua,
natural right as Aristotle meant it is that part of
positive right which is recognized and observed
everywhere (divine worship, honoring of parents,
raising of offspring, etc.), it can only metaphori
cally be called natural right [see MARSILIUS OF

PADUA]. The dictates of right reason regarding the
things to be done (i.e., natural law in the Thomis
tic sense), on the other hand, are not as such
universally valid because they are not universally
known and observed.

its status as rational, it is treated within the con
text of Christian (revealed) theology. The precise
context within which Thomas treats natural law
is that rof the principles 'of human action; these
principles are intrinsic (the virtues or vices) Or
extrinsic, the extrinsic principle, moving men to
ward the good is God, who instructs men by law
and assists them by his grace. Natural law is clearly
distinguished Jrom the eternal law-God' himself
or the principle of his governance of all creatures
-on the one hand, and the divine law, i.e., the
po~itive law contained in the Bible, on the other.
The eternal law is the ground of the natural law,
and natural law must be supplemented by the
divine law if man is to reach eternanelicity and if
IlO evilis to remaln unpunished. All creatures par
ticipate in the eternal law insofar as they possess,
by virtue of divine providence, inclinations toward
their proper acts and ends. Rational beings partici
pate in divine providence in a more excellent man
ner because they can exercise some providence for
themselves; they can know the ends toward which
they are by nature inclined as good and direct
themselves toward them. Man is by nature inclined
toward a variety of ends which possess a natural
order; they ascend from self-preservation and pro
creation via life in society toward knowledge of
God. Natural law directs men's action toward those
ends by commands and prohibitions.

Differently stated, asa rational being man is by
nature inclined toward acting according to reason;
actmg....,aJ;J:QLding to' reason is acting virtuously;
n,!!tJlral law prescribes, therefore, the acts of v!!J:ue.
Man by nature possesses knowledge of the first
principles of natural law, which are universally
v,alid or unchangeable. Owing to the contingent
character of human actions, however) those con
elusions from the principles which are somewhat
reJII9te possess neither the evidence not the univer
sality of the principles themselves; this fact alone
would-tegliitethat natural law be supplemented
by human law. A human law that disagrees with
natural law does not have the force of law (Summa
theologica I, 2, 90 ff'.). All moral precepts of the
Old Testament (as distinguished from its cere
monial and judicial precepts) can be reduced to
the Decalogue; they belong to the natural law. This
is true in the strictest sense of the precepts of the
Second Table of the Decalogue, I.e., the seven
commandments which order men's relations among
themselves (Exodus 20.12--17). The precepts in
question are intelligible as self-evident even to the

'people and are at the same time valid without
exception; compliance with them does not require
the habit of virtue (Summa theologica I, 2, 100).
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basis of knowledge and to a mathematical-mechan
ical account of the universe as a mere object of
man's knowledge and exploitation.

Modern natural law as originated by Hobbes did
not start, as traditional natural law did, from the
hierarchic order of man's natural ends, but rather
from the lowest of those ends (self-preservation)
that could be thought tobe more effective than the
higher ends [see HOBBEs]. (A civil society ulti
mately based on nothing butrthe right of self
preservation would not be utopian.) Man is still
asserted to be the rational animal, but his natural
sociality is denied. Man is not by nature ordered I. tf..o
toward .society, but he orders himself toward it ~~
prompted by mere calculation. This view in itself
is very old, but now it is animated by the concern
for a natural-right basis of civil society. The desire
for self-preservation has the character of a passion
rather than of a natural inclination; the fact that '\
it is the mo it the su 11
cie asis of all rights and duties. Natural law, _
.,jch dictates )~: ~~~s is derived from the, 1!l' ' 'iJ I

11.atural rigmrJ W£¥""ewWgn. The right is absa-
n:l'te, while uties are conditional. Since men are
equal with re or self-prese on

s with regard to the power of killing (' ~
others, all men are by nature equal. There is no 7
natural hierarchy of men, so that the sovereign to ..
whom all must submit for the sake of peace and
ultimately of the self-preservation of each is under-
stood as a "person:' i.e .. as the representative or
agent, of each; the primacy of the individual-of
any individual-and of his natural right remain
intact (cf. Leviathan, chapter 21).

The doctrine of locke may he described as the~
peak of modern natural law [see LOCKE]. At first
glance it appearsto be a compromise between the
traditional and the Hobbesian doctrines. Agreeing
with Hobbes, Locke denies that the natural law is
imprinted in the minds of men, that it can be
known from the consent of mankind, and that it
can be known from men's natural inclina . n. His ~
08- uc IOn 0 natur aw IS generally admitted to
be confusing-c-not to say confused-which does
not prove, however, that Locke himself was con
fused. It seems to be safest to understand his doc-
trine as a pr~i1 modification of the Hobbesian
doctrine
~ertain that, unlike Hobbes, Locke sees the
crucially-:"i.!3lP.Q!1\illL.c..onseguence of 1'llll natural
right of self-prese:!}C9tion in the-2atural ri/fut of.
p~ty, I.e., of acquiring property a natl!T:&right
that wIthm cl"!l soCiety becomes the nat . t
ot.llnlimite aCqUIsitIOn. Property IS rightfully ac
quired primarily by labor; in civil society, however,
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Modern developments

Natural law acquired .its greatest visible power
in modern times: in both the American and the
French -revolutions, solemn state papers appealed
to natural law. The change in effectiveness was
connected with a substantive change; modern natu
ral law differs essentially from premodern natural
law. Premodern natural law continued to be power
ful; but itwas adapted to modern natural law, with
varying degrees of awareness of what was involved
in that adaptation. The most striking characteristics
of modern natural law are these: (1) Natural law
is treated independently, i.e., no longer in the con
text of theology or of positive law. Special chairs
for natural law were established in some Protestant
countries; treatises on natural law took on the
form of codes of natural law. The independent
treatment of natural law was made possible by the
belief that natural law can be treated "geometri
cally," i.e., that the conclusions possess the same

- certainty as the principles. (2) Natural law became
more and more natural public law; Hobbes's doc
trine of sovereignty, Locke's doctrine of "no taxa
tion without representation," and Rousseau's doc
trine of the general will are not simply political
but -legal doctrines. They belong to natural public
law; they do not declare what the best political
order is, which by its nature is not realizable except
under very favorable conditions, but they state the
conditions of legitimacy which obtain regardless
of place and time. (3) Natural law by itself is
supposed to be at home in the state of nature, i.e.,
,a state antedating civil society, (4) In the modern

i,(,develOP_ment "natural law" is replaced by "the rights
of man"; the emphasis shifts from man's duties to
his rights. (5) Whereas premodern natural law
was on the whole "conservative," modern natural
law is essentially "revolutionary." The radical dif
ference between modern and premodern natural
law appears most clearly if one studies the still
remembered great modern natural law teachers
rather than the university professors who as a rule
rest satisfied with compromises.

The principles Informing modern natural law
were established by two thinkers who were not
themselves natural law teachers, Machiavelli and
Descartes. According to Machiavelli, the traditional
politi~trines:ta~iLh~~0Y--meIl
should live amrthus culminate in the description
of imaginary commonwealths ("utopias"), which
are useless in practice; one ought to start from
how men do live, Descartes begins his revolution
with the universal doubt, which leads to the dis
covery of the Ego and its "ideas" as the absolute

"~~
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labor ceases to be the title to pr lie remain-
ing the 8m] ocke's natural law
'!kctrine is the original form of capitalist theory.

Eousseau too starts from the Hobbesian prerrnse
[see ROUSSEAU]. Hobbes asserted that the natural
right to judge the means of self-preservation is the
necessary consequence of the right ofself-preserva
tion itself and belongs, as does the fundamental
right, equally !p all men, wise or foolish. But .
Rousseau demands that the natural right to judge
the means of self-preservation be preserved as an
institution within civil society. Every person subject
to the laws must as a natural right have a say in
the making of the laws by being a member of the
sovereign, i.e., of the legislative assembly. The cor
rective to folly is to be found above all in the char
acter of the laws in general, both in origin and in
content: all subject to the laws determine what all
must or may not do. The justice or rationality of
the laws is thereby guaranteed in the only way
compatible with the freedom and equality of all.
In the society established in accordance with natu
ral. right, there is no longer a need or a possibility
of appealing from positive law to natural right,
because the members or rulers of that society are
not supposed to be just men.

Rousseau further differed from Hobbes by real-
oizing .that if man is by nature asocial, he is by
nature arational; questioning the traditional view
that man is the rational animal, he found the
peculiarity of man in his perfectibility or, more
generally stated, his malleability. This led to the
conclusions that the human race is what we wish
to make it and that human nature cannot supply
us with guidance as to how man and human society
ought to be.

Kant drew the decisive conclusion from Rous
seau's epoch-making innovations: the Ought can
not be derived from the Is, from human nature;
the moral law is neither a natural law nor a deriva
tive of natural law [see KANT]. The criterion of the
moral law is its form alone, the form of rationality,
i.e., the form of universality.

At about the same time that Kant; sympathizing
with the French Revolution, radicalized the most
radical form of modern natural right and thus
transformed natural right and natural law into a
law and a right which are rational but no longer
natural, Burke, opposing the French Revolution
and its theoretical basis, which is a certain version
of modern natural right, returned to premodern
natural law [see BURKE]. In doing so, he made
thematic the conservatism which was implicit to
some extent in premodern natural law. Therewith
he profoundly modified the premodern teaching
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and prepared decisively the transition from the
natural "rights of man" to the prescriptive "rights
of Englishmen," from natural law to "the historical
school."

LEO STRAUSS

[See also GENERAL WILL; NATURAL RIGHTS; SOCIAL
CONTRACT. Other relevant material.may be found
under POLITICAL THEORY.] .
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NAT!RAL RIGHTS

A The doctrine of natural rights is properly to~e
'understood as an aspect or feature of the mod rn

lc~octrineof natural law. Natural rights (plural) a.re

-to b e carefully distinguished from that"''''7''''

..
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comes the subject of rights, apart from any par
ticular quallties he may have. "All men are created
equal" means, among other things, tlial iije r;gIlts
each individual possessesb' nature are entirely
indepen en 0 weer he is strong or weak. wise

or-foolish, virtuous or viciouscThe premodern doc
'iriIle of natural right, holding thaL-?,en are obli
gated by what is required for their perfecti0ll or
happiness, regarded the less intelligent and 'less
virtuous as being naturally obligated to
more intelligent and more virtuous. This natural
obligation was independent of the many prudent
compromises that various circumstances might dic
tate-some of them very' democratic compromises
-by which the consent and loyalty of the less ex
cellent might be enlisted in the service of a regime.
But classical natural right was inherently aristo
cratic 'in its tendency. The modem doctrine of
natural rights' makes eve individual equally the
source 0 , egitimate authority. Moreover, it m es
The people as a whole the judge of the legitimacy
of the exercise of thisauthority. Thus, although the
doctrine of natural rights may sanction other forms.
of government-including limited monarchy, 'as
the Declaration of Independence Indicates-e-dt is
inherently democratic in its tendency. Classical
natural right is politically comprehensive, since
there is virtually no aspect of human life which
does not bear upon its quality. This is indicated by
Aristotle's saying that what the law does not com
mand, it forbids. The parallel modern maxim, ex
hibiting the far more limited scope of the modern
state, holds that what the Jaw does not forbid, it
permits.

State and polis

TIl ate erected upon the doctrine of na al '
ts tends in this way to be liberal or permissive.

Ir the doctrine gives rise to the notion that there
l~ a private sphere within which the activities of
.he individual, or at least those of his activities
which do not affect the security of the equal rights
of his fellow citizens, should -4mmHne topUbU
'!!'juiry o~~: control. e activities of the state
are thus IT providing security for life
and for liberty-which are among the conditions
of happiness-but not toward providing happiness
itself. Each man is to be left free to seek this ac
cording to his own private opinion of what happi
ness is. It is for this reason that Jefferson names,
not happiness, but the pursuit of happiness, as
being among those rights for the sake of which man
organizes civil society.

Nothing better indicates the difference between
the earlier and later doctrines than their attitudes
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(singular) which is a central conception of classi
cal, premodern political philosophy. B'?t1:l the pre
modern and modern teachings result in judgments
that some things axe naturally right, or right ac-=-
cording to nature, and that these things are Intrin
sicRily right, or right independently of opinion.

In classical political philosophy "natural right"
refers to the objective rightness of the right things,
whether the virtue of a soul, the correctness of an
action, or the excellence of a regime. Thus Aflstotle
says in Politics (1323a29-33) that no one would
call a man happy who was completely lacking in
courage, temperance, justice, or wisdom. A man
who was easily frightened, unable to restrain any
impulse toward food or drink, willing to ruin his
friends fora trifle, and generally senseless could
not possibly lead a good ,life. Even though chance
may occasionally prevent good actions from having
their normal conseqlienc~s, .so .tha! sO:rnetimes
cowards fare better than brave men, courage is still
objectively better than cowardice. The virtues and
actions that contribute to the good life, and the
activities intrinsic to the good life, are naturally
right.

"Natural rights," on the 0 hand are the
rights that men possess, because of which they
p1ay be obligated to act, or to refrain from actin"!;,
in certam ways. A.cc.ording to the teaching devel
oped primarily by Hobbes and Locke, there are
many natural rights, but all of them are inferen~es

from one original right, the right that each rnan.b1ls
to preserve his life. All other natural rights, like
the right to liberty and the right to property, are
necessary inferences from the right of self-preserva
tion, or, are conceived as implicit in the exercise
oi that prImary right. Siiriilarly the naturauavv_
founded upon natural rights consists pf deductions
made' from the primary right and its implications.

. The sum of these deductions is the state of civil
,soCiety. The doctrine of natural i ts teaches' ri-

11
' m " y, en, that all obli ation is derived from the

.- ri . t which eve man has to reserve his own . e.
Conversely, it teaches that no man can be bound
to regard as a duty whatever he regards as destruc
tive to the security of his life. Thus slavery is wrong
because no one can reasonably be asked to place his
life at the mercy of another, and not, as in classical
natural right, only when it constitutes a wrongful
appropriation of one man's life and labor by an
other.

From this point of view, what is intrinsically
right is no longer what is required by, or what par
takes of, the good life; rather, it is what is subjec
tively regarded by the individual as necessary to his
security. The individual, abstractly considered, be-
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toward religion. From the point of view of classical together by the power of a sovereign authority to
natural right, religion is one of the most important enforce the terms and consequences of that con-
means by which men are directed toward virtue, tract., Since the more powerful the sovereign is, the
and hence toward temporal no less than towatd better he is able to perform his functions, and since
eternal felicity. Accordingly, religious institutions increase in the size of the state generally adds to
are among the most important political institutions, the power of the sovereign, the state thus has an

e point of view of the adherent of the modem inherent tendency to an almost indefinite expansion.
n';!turalrights school, on the other hand, was per- '.
fectly expressed by Jefferson when he wrote, "The Sovereignty

fi~'~gitimatepowers of government extend to such Sovereignty, as the term has been used since
. a.ct.s. Onl.y as ar-e•.. injurious to. others. But it does me Hobbes, differs radically in meaning from the cor-

no injury for my neighbor to say there are twenty responding term in classical political philosophy,
,) .ods, or no god. It neither picks my pocket nor for the same reason that polis differs from "state."

reaks my leg." .' - . In a polis, whoever actually governs-whether the
The classical polis, or political community, may people, the rich, the nobility, or a tyrant-is the

be defined as that community which includes all sovereign. In the United States of America, how-
other communities but is itself included in none. ever, the governing officials are not the sovereign
It isthecomprehensiveform of human association, authority. The people of the United States is the
and its purposes ascend from the necessary condi- sovereign, even though the people only acts through
tions of human existence-s-the provision of mate- representatives. It is true that the logic of the notion
rial necessities and of security from' all forms of of sovereignty would permit the people of the United
Violence-to the sufficient conditions. The latter States to transfer its authority to a hereditary
include the formation of good character in the citi- monarch. Should it do so, however, the monarch
zens, education in the liberal arts, and participation would still represent the people, although the form
in politics and philosophy. These are the character- of the representation would no longer be democratic
is tic pursuits of gentlemen, and rule by gentlemen or republican.

" is the characteristic solution to the political prob- The modern concept of sovereignty can be de-
lem, according to classical natural right. The polis duced quite strictly from the proposition that all
is a partnership in justice, but justice is essentially men are created equal. This proposition does not
inferior to friendship. Friendship, writes Aristotle, mean, as we have noted, that men are equal in
seems to hold political communities together more virtue or intelligence, but that they are equal in

. than does [usticecand legislators seem to care for it certain. rights. Each man has a natural right to
more than foriustice: For when men are friends, preserve his life, and no man has a natural obliga-
theyhave no need()f justice, but ",hen they are . tion to defer. to any other man, In deciding what
just,they still have need of friends. This implies, does, and what does not, tend to his own preserva-

- among other things, that the polis, as distinct from tion. Government, accordingly, does not exist by .
the. m.... o.. d-: ern... state, is a very small society, Its size i~ nature. The state of n.ature.dsjhe state of menJ
such tha.t.there is virtually no one among the citi- without government. In the state of nature, men's

'c zenswhocannot be either a friend, or a friend of a rights are perfect, and they have no duties. The
:.: friend,of every other citizen. For this reason the ground of sovereignty is the complete right that
,)", - 1l1~ate sa.nctions for justice are not the penalties every man has to everything in the state of nature,
;"i; ·· ...tha.tpa.nbee:ll:acted in the law courts but ostracism, a right which is unlimited because, every man being
:;':;C':' .\Xo~Tal ()rinf()rmal, from that fellowship in which equal in authority to every other man, -there is no
[·>:·;:.,a1()ne the good citizen feels he can lead the good one who can prescribe any limits to anyone else.
:";;::"-;]if~'1'ha.tisat.leastimpliedin Socrates' apparent There are limits in the state of nature to what a
,·ph"fe:renceof deathtoexile as expressed in Plato's man may rightly intend to do, since he may not
:,,.;.Srito..•••.•.•..•.. " .'.'..': ,'.' '. ... "'_''','.. . naturally or reasonably intend his own destruction.

,:'c.;:The modem state, erected upon _the doctrine of But these are limits implicit in the inclination to
.'natural rights, is in principle a large society, if not self-preservation; not limits upon what may be done
.amasssociety.The natural limits upon the size of from that inclination.
the polis, within which classical natural right has For reasons sufficiently evident, life in the state
its proper home, are determined by human ability of nature, as John Locke puts it, is full of incon-
to participate in a common good, by face-to-face veniences or, in the more pungent language of
relationships. The modem state, however, is founded Thomas Hobbes, it is nasty, brutish, and short. The
upon the notion of a social contract and is held remedy for the. state of nature is the state of civil
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liberty remains inalienable in the bosoms of indi
viduals, whose consent to be governed is always
conditional.

Nat:uie3.nd convention

;VVe ltav~see~ that sovereignry. as a construction
from the unlimitedright of every individual in the
state of nature, is itself inherently unlimited, The

~

government of the. United States; hm'rt"'rer, is a lim_
ited" government, prohibited from doing man,
thin.g, such as passmg ex post facto laws and bills
ot-attainder, granfiilg patents of nohjIitj<, os-estab
lishing a state church. Yet these limits are them
scl%"s rmposItions by the sovereign people of the
United States. The people have laid down these
boundaries to government, and the people may take
them away. From the point of view of the concept
of sovereignty, the sovereign'may do anything not
naturally impossible. Hut the absoluteness of sov
ereignpower Is legal and hypothetical, not natural.
gor example, the American people ,may establish a
state, church, but they <>tIght ngt tg., They OUgh,t not, ',~

10 do anything inconsistent with their intention in "11 " ,',',
forming a' civil societY. which' intention was, to ••~- "'~
ove~c?me the disc~rd of wills in the state of na~e. ~'. ',~
ReligiOUS disestablishment IS now plamly more con- ,.\,
diftive to that end than is establishment. This dis' '&

ction reproduces that of the state of nature, in • r
which nothing the individual does can be unjust, r

because there is no authority which can prescribe
to him. Yet he ought not to act in a manner con-
trary to his self-preservation; for example, he ought
not to be unwilling, to leave the. state of nature
when others are willing to join with him ,in the
agreement which produ~escivilsociety.Thus, also,
the American' people lllay do anything they decide
to do, because there is no sovereign to prescribe to
them. Yet they ought not to do anything harmful, or
omit anything beneficial, to their self-preservation.

The incorporation of naturally discrete Individ
uals into one people creates an artificial person. For
the many to regard the decision of a part as if it
were a decision of a whole involves a second, ele-
ment of artifice or fiction: the first is that the many
are one and the second is that the part is a Whole.
The doctrine of natural rights logically requires
employment of this twofold fiction. And the polarity
of this dual fiction is anchored in a twofold nature,

,'a 'nature constituted by the undeniable concrete
reality of the discrete individual, at the one end,
and by the equally undeniable abstract reality of
the human race, as a species, at the other. "All men
are created equal" at once entails propositions
about each individual and about the whole human
species, of which he is a part, For this reason, the

society, agg,,,,e must consider carefully how men
AJoas'eqUaf as those ill' the siaieof nah,Jte "",n t,fiUS
~Jransform their condition. They can do ~o by con-

Ate, senting o~,a,greeing, each, WI,·th" th,e Oth,er, th,a,tthey
,~ will surrender the exercise of th"ir unlimited right

, 't() be sole judges of what t~nd~ to ,their own preser
~ Thissurrender must be equal by each, and
ft'must becomplete. No one ,in civil society can
continue to exercise any part of the right he had in
the state of nature to1?ehis own master. This agree
ment, which is the social contract, is an agreement
that is made by everyone with everyone, It trans
forms many isolated individuals into one people, a
corporate entity. The agreement is unanimous, for
the simple reason that whoever does not agree is
not part of the people. Whoever stands outside the
agreement is still in a state of nature with respect
to the people created by the agreement.

The consequence of the social contract is that
henceforward the whole power of the incorporate
people shall defend the life of each one of them,
instead of each one having to defend himself alone.
In order for the whole to act thus,there must be
a part which can represent the whole and which
can decide for and command' the whole. But what
part is this? The answer or, more precisely, the
initial answer, to this question is "the majority."
The majority is the only part which can stand for
the whole as soon as the social contract has been
made, Unanimity is impossible except with respect
to the contract itself. And this, we have seen, is an
agreement to let a part stand for the whole. The
rule of a minority is inadmissible, for this would
imply some reservation by the ruling minority ()f
some of the right each possessed in the state of
nature but which all are supposed equally to sur
render by,entering civil society. Any such reserva
tion would void their membership in the civil soci
ety. Hence the rule of the majority is the only rule
which is not inconsistent with the original natural
equality of all.

i ~
Thus the natural right each individual possessed

, 'one, the unlimited right to everything he deemed
" • nec,essary to his preservation, is transformed into a

legal or conventional right possessed by the whole
people acting by the majority. However, just as the
surrender of the individual's right led to the right
of the majority, so the majority may, according to
its judgment, surrender its right to a minority.
Many forms of government may be legitimate, ac
cording to the doctrine of natural rights, yet simple
majoritarianism is the only form which is neces
sarily legitimate. Moreover, while legal or conven
tional sovereignty may devolve first to a majority,
then to a minority, the natural right to life and
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possessed in that state. But just as, in the defined
sense, the individual must surrender all his right
to be his own master in order to gain the protection
of civil society, so the members of a small civil
society cannot become members of a larger civil so
ciety without making a similar surrender of sov
ereignty. For this reason Abraham Lincoln agreed
with Calhoun that any division of sovereignty be
tween states and nation was out of the question.
But while Calhoun maintained that sovereignty had
remained with the states, Lincoln insisted that it
must repose in the nation, in the American people
as a whole. .. '.'

Certainly the Declaration o{rn,Iependence, from
which we have construed much of this account of
natural rights teaching, supports Lincoln's position.
For it speaks emphatically of "one people" dissolv
ing the political bonds which had hitherto con
nected them with Great Britain. That people was
then conducting a war to preserve themselves from
what they believed to be the anarchic violence of
the British sovereign. It would have been incon
sistent with the purpose of that "one people" to
have divided themselves into 13 peoples at the same
moment that they united to resist oppression. To
have done so would have meant that they had
deliberately reproduced the dangers of the state of
nature with respect to each other at the very
moment when they had combined to escape those
dangers with respect to the British crown. There
fore, in 1776 the states of the union can have been

.sovereign only insofar as they were 'united, and
. were and are sovereign only because the people of

those states were and are parts of the one, indivis
ible, sovereign people of the United States. To sup
pose otherwise would be to suppose that the people
of the United States had not beell.formed into one
people according to the principles andlogic of the
doctrine of natural rights. Yet the Declaration of
Independence begins with the most ringing affirma
tion of those principles the world has ever known.

HARRyV. JAFFA

logic which leads individuals out of the state of
n.ature suggests that sovereigns-who remain in
the state of nature with respect to each other-can
also emerge from this state by forming a world
state. Thus there is also an inherent tendency in
the doctrine of natural 'rights toward the world
state, or at least toward a world society inhabited
bya comparatively few pacific sovereigns. We may
observe that if the whole human race were to be
come incorporated into one people, then the fiction
whereby the many are declared to be one would in
one sense coincide with a natural reality. For the
fictitious one people would then coincide with the
abstract one human race. However, we may also
observe that, w~re it to do so, the fiction that a part
represented a whole WOUld. thereby become that
much more fictitious. ...... .

Despite the necessity of the aforesaid fictions,
individuals do not cease to be individuals in civil
society. Their self-love, the foundation of their nat
ural rights, continues" to animate them: A man
assaulted in the street may use violence to defend
himself, in the absence of legal protection. More
over, if the power of the sovereign s!laMla 9V w"!je
perverted, so that it becomes the enemy of the
peop~part of the people, the right which
h~en "completely" surrendered may ill fact 6e
re~umed. For the surrender was for a purpose-to
secure the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness-and whenever government becomes
destructive of these ends," obedience may be with
drawn. The clear right .of the people to alter •or
abolish gove~m~rits isaconstantincentiveto good
behavior by governments. The Illo~e a government
convinces the people it is serving themwell.vthe
better they will obey it. The better they. obey, the
stronger the government, and the stronger the gov
ernment, the better it can serve.

. Unlimited sovereignty and limited government

The exercise of sovereignty is intended to be lim
ited, moderated, and strengthened by the reason
that makes sovereignty itself illimitable. For this
same reason it must be indivisible. Although the
political system of the United States embraces a
twofold C jurisdiction, .of the governments of the
states and. of the gO"ernment of the United States,
this doe~ not imply a division of sover~ignty within
the United States; John C- Calhoun relllarked that
sovereignrywas like chastity, that it could not be
surrendered in part: This acute witticism accurately
reflects the fundamental theoretical construction
.presented here. As we have seen, equal individuals
escape from the state of nature by equally agreeing
to surrender to a sovereign the perfect freedom they
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THE ISLAMIC COUNTRIES

The chief social characte~istics ofthe Near Ea.st
. in the twentieth century have been the result ofthe
accelerated. tempo of modern technological ad
vance.. This effort to increase national power and
improve living standards began long before the
present century in some parts of this area but is
only now beginning in others. At first, such changes
came about largely through European or American
intervention or example; more recently the initia
tive has .been taken by indigenous rulers and
governments.. The resulting social structure is a
web of traditional and new institutions and asso
ciations in which the old sometimes provide the
foundation for the new, are sometimes simply by
passed and allowed to disappear, or persist sig
nificantly alongside the new patterns and even
help to shape them.

Physical background

The cultural-geographical area under discussion
has been variously called the Near East, the Middle
East, southwest Asia, and the Islamic world; these
names arose in different times and from different
points of view. For our purposes, the Near East
comprises the region from Egypt east to Afghani
stan and froin Turkey south to the Sudan, that is,
the following countries: Egypt, Sudan, Jordan,
Lebanon, Syria, Saudi Arabia and the remainder
of the Arabian peninsula, Iraq, Turkey, Iran, and
Afghanistan. (Israel, which shares many of the
features of this region, is not included in this
article. )

Although these countrtesshare a common his-

NEAR EASTERN SOCIETY

...

Three types of community

The social pattern of trihal, village, and urban
communities corresponds to the geographtcal-eco
nomic division of the region.

Nomadic groups. The nomads and semmomads
of desert and steppe have .been important histori
cally in the spread of Islam; in the development
of idealized personal traits, such as bravery, pride,
generosity, and cunning; and in certain economic
functions, such as stockbreeding and the policing
of routes of trade and travel. Their mode of exist-
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"Civil liberties," as commonly used, is not a tech
nical, precise term but a loose one denoting. the
personal rights and freedoms that are-c-or ought to
be-respected by government.' The phrase is not
quite so broad as "liberty.' It does not apply to the
freedom of Robinson Crusoe on his island, where
there was no government; it does not embrace
those areas of private option where the law can
play no part, as when a man freely chooses to be
a fool, or a gentleman, or a knave; nor can the
term be used very meaningfully in connection with ltd
such a concept as the ''right of revolution," which· (.1J(J{/))
is by nature a nonleg.al privilege. BU.t in its broad- •.• .. ••
est usage the term is applicable to all ,hose mana t:f(! .
claims of ri ht that involve an actu'ai Or POtentIa -
lega nexus etween the iml" 1 ua an overn-

. ment: , a e y, especially in the United
tates, tbere has been some tendency to single out

"civil rights"Cthe protection of minorities) as a
separate category and to use "civil liberties" to de
scribe all other claims of personal right. The dis
tinction is not entirely stable, but it has the merit
of subdividing an almost impossibly multifarious
subject, and in the discussion that follows "civil
liberties" is used ill this somewhat narrower sense.

Even within these defined limitations the subject
is very extensive, and further problems of defini
tion and classification remain. It is evident tha~
civil liberty can be thought of either negatively, as
the individual's right not to have something done
to him, or positively, as his right to ha.ve something1
done for him-for example, as the right against
state interference wiih the publication of a polit- .
ical pamphlet or as the right to be provided with
the facilities for publishing it .. The negative cate
gory is. the traditional one, and it will command
the lion's share of attention in this article. But the
truism that underlies the idea of positive liberty
should not be overlooked: the freedom to read is
meaningless if no books are available. Negative
liberties can themselves be further subdivided into
rights against interference by government and
rights against interference by private individuals

;,'J;)

[Directly related are the entries FEDERALISM; PRESI

DENTIAL GOVERNMENT. Other relevant material may
be found' in CENTRALIZATION AND DECENTRALIZA

DELEGATION OF POWERS.]

constitutional logic drawn from John Marshall:
that congressional power where it exists is plenary,
and that -plenary jurisdiction includes the power to
give power away. Limits on delegation do exist, but
they are political, not constitutional, in character
(Roche [1952-1963] 1964, pp. 127-161).

JOHN P. ROCHE
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(I. The enumeration of specific rights and liberties in this table is meant to be suggestive, refher than exheusflve,

b. The some procedural rights apply generally to the three categories of substontive rights, security agoinst arbitrory administrative aclian (e.s., illegal
detention, coerced ccnfesslcn, unreosonable search and sei:ture, confiscation of property), security against unfair trlel procedures Ie-s., inadequate notlce and
hearing, denial of eounsel, compulsory self-incrimination, double jeopardy, cruel and unusual punishment}, ernd security Qgainst vague statutory prohibitions,
ex post ferdo laws, and bills of attainder.

Discrimination
Involuntary

servitude

Protection from:
Bodily harm
Economic coercion
Libel

stantive civil liberties are those regarded, in some
degree, as ends in themselves; procedural rights
are those having to do with the way in which gov
ernment must proceed in dealing with substantive
liberties. '

Rise of·the'#odern'~Oncel't.».'f"<•••
Some concept of civil liberty can, be traced far

back into European history. Athenians of the age
of Pericles gloried in their freedom of discussion
and in their right to participate inpubltc decisions.
In the Middle Ages the feudal order rested heavily
on the idea of legal rights that even the greatest
lord was' bound to respect, always in theory and
often in fact. The barons who wrung the Magna
Charta from King John were not, as they saw it,
claiming new privileges but demanding that tra
ditional immunities be reconfirmed. Nevertheless,
the modern" concept, although related to these
older forms, is different enough to be regarded as
a new species. In the (jreek city-statefreedom was
a matter ,notso much of private right as ofpublic
good: the individual's liberty was instrumental to
and defined by the welfare of the City. And in both
the Greek and the medieval understanding men
held their rights by virtue of their status rather
than by virtue of their manhood. The freedom of

Voting
Political candidacy
Political discussion
Assembly
Organization
Petition

LIBERTY

I
- Civil liberties

f • tPOSITIVE RIGHTS ,NEGATIVE RIGHTS

, t If"r AgainSt private persons
Against government and groups

f t· ~
POLITICAL RIGHTS ECONOMIC RIGHTS PRIVATE RIGHTS

~!, ~"f ~
Substantive Procedurofb Substantive Proceduralb Substantive Procedurafb

II I
Possession and Life

use of property Physical liberty
Occupation Religious belief
B.uyingand selling .and practice

Contracting Artisticexpression
Inquiry
Teaching
Privacy

Adequate income
Educational facilities
Health services
Housing

Table J - A schematic description 01 civil liberties a

or groups. Again the former category is the more
traditional, but again the less orthodox view
merits a word by way of emphasis. In order to be
really free to speak, a street-corner orator may
need not only the assurance that the policewill
leave him alone but also the assurance that they
will protect him from the angry reactions of his
audience, 'that the state will "hinder hindrances"
to his freedom (see Table 1),

Rights against government are sometimes still
further divided into three types: political rights
(those bearing on the political process, such as the
right to vote or to engage in political controversy),
economic rights (such as entrepreneurial freedom
or the right to practice a profession), and private
rights (which is a catch-all term meant to cover
all rights that are neither political nor economic).
Obviously these are impeifect categories, since
they are not always mutually exclusive (is freedom
of artistic expression a privat~ right,or can it be
said to bear indirectly on the political process? ),
but they do represent distinctions that have been
drawn in practice and in' the literature, and they
have, therefore, a loose pragmatic value.

Finally, each of these three classes of rights
against government subsumes two kinds of rights,
the "substantive" and the "procedural." The sub-

c rf1
~Jo1
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c

the Greek citizen did not extend to noncitizens, in some modern systems is regarded as a supple-
and the feudal vassal enjoyed the rights associated ment to, and in others as a substitute for, the
with his rank and order and was obliged, of course, negative view of civil liberty.
to perform reciprocal duties. The dominant moderri .
idea ackriowledges a realm of personal value that Problems of conflicting liberties
is a good in itself, quite apart from the welfare of Although, as has been said, different concepts
the community, and with some exceptions it as- of civil liberty have been emphasized at different
sumes that rights accrue to men because they are times in the Western world, in general the devel-
men and not because of their status or their opment has also been cumulative-that is, the
performance. shift to a new emphasis has seldom led to an ex-

This idea, indeed, also finds some antecedents plicit repudiation of the old. The result is that most
in' premodern times; it smacks of the viewpoint modern states at least profess to respect nearly the

'penetrated Roman law by way of the Stoics 'whole vast and sometimes bewildering congeries
Cicero. But in modern history the idea was' ofcivtl lfberties that has been described. Evidently

given a new and irresistible thrust by the Reforma- this profession creates problems, not the least of
.. ti?n, which fostered a belief in individualism, and which arises from the fact that these heterogene-

> by the rise of capitalism; which provided that be- ous liberties may conflict with one another. If gov-
· lief with the indispensable support of the nascent ernment undertake.s...to ensure.. positive rights-for 11111'

bourgeoisie. At various times since the seventeenth example, the right to an adequately paid job-it
century, historical forces have emphasized one or must assume broad authority to control the eco-
another of the classes of civil liberties described in nomicorder,and a government thus endowed with i
the opening paragraphs above. At first the main powers may use them to encroach not only on
thrust was for freedom from the private power of economic liberty but on liberty in general. In the
the nobles and others who monopolized trade and communist world this dilemma has been more or
restrained its development: this antifeudal move- less frankly resolved by the subordination of even
ment supported a strengthened monarchy and a such rights as free speech and fair trial to the
unified nation-state. Then, asthe stronger monarch cause of "strengthening the socialist system." In
himselfbecame a threat, the partisans of freedom the West peoples have tried, with varying success,
sought to curb the stateauthority he embodied, both to enjoy the "welfare state" and to maintain

;prstby demanding that his agents, judicial and private and political freedom, although the range
a.<:IIIlinistrative, respect certain procedural li~ta- of economic freedom from public control has cer-
lions when enforcing his will, then by claiming po- talriIy contracted since the heyday of laissez-faire r

.i..•.•.. hticalrights that challenged his monopoly of state ideology in the nineteenth century. There is an old ~ .••
· .powers. The latter movement gathered force in the ani!-, still controversial' question . ~ether othe::.··V'f'y
· seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and reached rights can survive in a state where economic rights ,J9i" climax in the American and French revolutions. ~e Been thus demoted. So far the evidence siIg-
..' Its full implications have not been realized even gesfs a very tentative "yes." In the United States,
'•. ,10 the present day, but under its impetus govern- for example, the increase in government economic
....mental power in western Europe and in North control since 1930 has been accompanied by a

America tended gradually to devolve from the growing (although still inadequate) concern for
'IIl()n~rchto an oligarchy and finally to the ma- other personal freedoms. But a different answer
'J~r!ty; 0f.th~. popu,lac~.~;this development pro- might have seemed justified in the 1930s, when
c;ee<:l~d'J! becameappar~l"lt that political rights, the twin phenomena of economic depression and

).o,Bghvital,were not enough rthemajority, like fascism dominated the world landscape, and his-
ip10\larch, !)lIght lise state power fo; gooO:or'ru. tory has perhaps not yet provided enough data so

'Il.')•.re~ult of this re:rtlzation was a re-emphasis that the. book can be closed on this issue.
~i;~gb:Sta.\ltive.rights.. a. re-emphasis that began in However, even if the problem of economic liberty
·~.:")~enthcel1tury'iVlthan Increased-demand is defined away or bypassed.tpotential conflict be-
?t~c()\lomic freedom and shifted in thetwentieth tween other civil liberties remains a difficulty. The

/~~"ht~ry to a ne~ co;::;:rn£or other nghts_against right ~o ~omment on p~blic aff~s is no doubt
_government. '1 is Sit was accelerated by the essential In any free society, yet If the comment
ijlectacle of the "totalitarian" systems that arose in concerns a pending court case, it may impair the
Europe after World War L Another result was the right to fair trial, which is equally essential. The
development of the concept of positive liberty- religious zealot must be allowed to urge his views,
"freedom for" rather than "freedom from"-which but he may in doing, so encroach on the right of

pmrT ~~@' fEm em j-\ 21gb! rr PwmZWf'~
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others to be let alone, the "right to privacy." Most other. But insofar as these "rules" are not merely
discussion of such perplexities has so far been tautological, they are shorthand phrases for a large
limited to ritualistic. advocacy of "freedom" or. number of alternatives that must be considered
"order," categories of little analytic value in this - before a reasonable conclusion is reached-for ex
context. There is. need for more treatments that -t: antple, the distincti0:ns between. ;advocacy" a:nd
recognize and cope with both horns ofth~ dilemma. "incitement," between "prior restrllint"and "subse-?

Much the same thing can be said about the over- quentpunishment," between rstaie convenience' and
arching problem of drawing the line between per- "state necessity." It would be desirable to analyz<!
sonal rights and public authority in concrete in- these alternatives in terms of the issues posed br9
stances. Because they were struggling against an the conflict between various exertions of state
outright state policy of repression, the historic power and various kinds of liberty (e.g., an out-
spokesmen of freedom usually employed the lan- rigbt prohibition of free speech may raise ques-
guage of exhortation: their declarations took the tions different from those raised by an ordinance
form of general and often absolutist propositions. that only regulates the time, place, and manner of
Opposition to them, on the other hand, was equally such speech; freedom of religious utterance and
unqualified: liberty was "license," which in turn freedom of political advocacy may stand on dif-
was defined as anythingthe governors wished to ferent grounds).
proscribe: Such polarization was inevitable in a Although conceptual treatments of the kind dis-
predominantly authoritarian system, and exhorta- cussed above would be useful, they would leave un-
tion will always have its uses. But in states whose answered other very 'important questions that
governments are committed to recognizing a range should not be overlooked. Even if analysis can pro-.
of legitimate civil liberty (and this is true today in vide formulas for the reasonable protection of'
most states in the noncommunist world), these civil liberties, there remain the issues ofwhat c()I1-\
uses are liroited. The problem in such polities is ditions are most likely to secure that protection in"
to develop a just and workable reconciliation of two practice and, more specifically,.what constitutional
acknowledged goods-personal rights and' com- arrangements are most useful in this regard.
munity need. Hortatory, absolutist generalizations . . . ,', ··~i"... ..
on either side can carry only part of the way to the Conditions for protection of civil Iiberties . FC"
problem's solution. Indeed, if depended on too . The first question is really an aspect of a much,
much, they may hamper the solution by obscuring broader one-what conditions make for a "demo-:"
the fact that such a solution exists, that both the cratic'; or "competitive" political system-and this
claims of the individual and the claims of au- is an issue too large and complex to be adequately,
thority must usually be weighed in the scales. treated here. However, a few contingent sugges:'"

It is arguable that certain personal rights ought tions can be ventured. As might be expected; eco-A,;
to be absolutely immune from state transgression: nomic abundance in-ll gi'l€B society seems to enS
the' "right to believe" has sometimes been so re- <fiance the likelihood that ciyjl freedom will be,
garded, some procedural immunities, such as the tolerated: broadly speaking, the more hi I de-' c·'
right against forced confession, may fall in the __e country, the less the cbauce of arhj~

same category. But all legal systems have recog- trary, authoritarian government. Yet this correla-
nized that at some point most freedoms may be tion may not be entirely dependable: it has been"
restricted; . the difficulty is where and how to set argued that in the early stages of economic prog-f'
that point so as to admit valid community claims ress a country may be more, rather than less, prone ,;,
and yet ensure the maximum of personal liberty. to generate the tensions that lead to authoritarlan-,',

l
.':fh~ ?eneral principle is that go;ernment. should ism. Educatio~ is an~t?er factor.th.' a.tap'p~ar.s to..•;•.•.•..'
Inhibit ,freedom only as much as It has to III order produce a national milieu favorable, to CIvil liber-,
to serve important community needs, and various ties. Indeed, studies have found that even within,'

. attempts have been made to formulate a rule or a nations the most educated tend to be the most
test that would implement this premise. The "clear favorable to "democratic values." But it has been
and present danger" concept (that speech can be contended that the first steps toward widespread
restricted only when it threatens an immediate and literacy may turn a nation in quite the opposite
serious evil) represents one Such attempt; the direction, and the case of Nazi Germany demon-
"balancing test" (that speech can be restricted strates that even a high educational level is not
when the state interest in suppression outweighs enough. Habit and custom also playa pari: a well-
the private interest in freedom) represents an- established tradition of libertarianism tends to perc
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pend on the willingness of the government to take
the positive steps that are necessary to make them
real-e.g., to stimulate the economy, or to adopt
adequate regulatory measures. It has been argued
that such guarantees are useful as statements of
aspiration and as admonitions to the governors.
Contrariwise, it has been suggested that being
legally unenforceable, such merely moral-prescrip
tions may cheapen the whole concept of rights in
the minds of both governors and governed.

Even if the bill of rights takes the traditional
form of negative restrictions on government, should
these restrictions be expressed in general terms
("due'process of law," "freedom of religion") or

'should they be spelled out in detail? Should the
rights be stated as absolutes ("Congress shall make
no law ... abridging the freedom of speech") or in
quaIified terms (as in the Nigerian provision that
rights may be limited in ways that are reasonably
justified in a democratic society)? Should the dec
laration list all negative rights that seem important
(the Weimar constitution protected motherhood
and forbade public instruction that hurt the feel
ings of nonconformist pupils); if not, which rights
do merit explicit statement? Common sense and
past experience suggest tentative answers to such
questions; further observation and future experi
ence should bring more enlightenment.

Finally, supposing a nation's cultural and po
litical environment makes civil liberty plausible
and the nature and content of the bill of rights has
been determined, hoY" can ,those rights be best
enforced? Probably the primary, and surely an in
dispensable, agency is an independent judiciary.
It is hard to see how ciVil liberty can be more than
an empty promise unless there are courts free to
handle claims between persons and to check the
arbitrary acts of administrative officials. Whether
the judiciary should also be granted the power to
enforce the bill of rights against the legislature
itself-that is, whether it should exercise the power
of judlcial review-is an important question dis
cussed elsewhere [see JUDICIAL PROCESS, article on
JUDICIAL REVIEW]. A few decades ago many
scholars, even in the United States, were skeptical
of judicial review, which they felt had been used
by the Supreme Court to restrain economic reform
rather than to protect the rights of man. Since then
that court and, to a lesser extent, the jlldiciaries of
some American states have done more. to defend
civil liberties than any other agency of American
government, and the attitude' of scholars has
changed accordingly. During the same period there
has been a tendency. although not an overwhelm-

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: Civil Liberties

petuate itself. It has been urged that "pluralism"
with respect to economic and social interests con
duces to a free polity; certainly a nation sharply
divided into two camps (e.g., the rich and the
poor) is not likely to be a free one. Scholars have
also from time to time argued that such factors as
"national character" and "consensus on' funda
mentals" are determinative, but empirical study so
far has not fully confirmed these insights. Finally,
it is worth noting that certain political character

may affect the matter. Heavy involvement in
politics of the military or of religious groups is
often unfavorable to civil freedom; a one-party
state need not be tyrannical, but it is likely to be.
With the proliferation of new nations in modern
times; politicai scientists are finding examples of
an almost endless variety of objective: circum
stances, and further progress can be expected
t.oward systematic understanding of the environ
mental prerequisites for civil liberty.

Constitutional guarantees

The emergence of new nations should shed
brighter light on the constitutional arrangements
for civil liberties. The past offers several prescrip
tions, but two stand out: the British system of
parliamentary supremacy, in which civil liberties
are preserved by. the tradition of governmental
self-restraint, and the. American system, with a
wrttten billof rights interpreted and enforced by
judicial review. The difference is not so sharp as
this bare description suggests-in practiceParlia
ment also feels committed to historic written docu
ments, such as the Act of Settlement, and custom
plays a part in determining the actual constitu
tional structure in the United States-i-but 'a differ
ence it is nonetheless. In spite of Britain's impres

,sive success in maintaining civil liberties, the
_device of a written, nominally binding bill of rights

i' has been adopted very widely by modern nations
,.(Israel and some of the states of the British Com
'•.monwealth are among the exceptions), and de
',k.~tes ()llthis matter seem rather academic. But
questionsr7lUain about the content and character
()~~~ch a..statem7nt. What kinds of rights should
k~illcl~c:led?~h?uldthe declaration list "positive
rghts,"s~ch ,as the right to, employment, which
Y"a~fOPlla.llysecuredby Germany's Weimar con
.~1:itutionandbythe,Soviet constitution of 1936?

i)'Should it include guarantees of rights against pri
':' vate action, such as the right against "abuse of

economic power," which is specified in the consti
tution of modern West Germany? The difficulty is
that such rights are not self-executing; they de-



It may be possible, though it is never easy,
just relations between individuals within a group
by moral and rational suasion' and accommodation.
inter-group relations this is practically an impossibility.
The relations between groups must therefore always
be predominantly political rather than ethical, that is,
they will be determined by the proportion of power'
which each group possesses at least as much as by any
rational and moral appraisal of the. comparative needs
and claims of each group. (1932, pp. xxii-xxiii)

While individual and group rights are to be dif
ferentiated, •it is probably true that there is no
chancefor the emergen"e of the latter if the
former are denied, so that the struggle for
liberties must first be won and the fundamental
human rights vindicated and secured before minor
ity rights will be recognized. The struggle for civil
rights cannot be conducted for those who are yet
denied basic human rights.

In the broad sweep of history-though no doubt
there have been numerous exceptions-the rela
tions of a dominant majority toward a weak minor
ity group, or of the conqueror toward the defeated
enemy, first took the form of total annihilation or
of cannibalism; then the form of slavery or total
subjection; then the milder yet still severe form of
assignment to an, inferior caste; then cooperation
and equality. Yet in modem times all forms have
coexisted: in Nazi Germany the Jewish people were
exterminated, in India the. Untouchables still suffer
because of the caste system, and in the United
States the Negroes are '!loving into full equality.
Even in the ancient world, while Aristotle was
teaching that non-Hellenic peoples were fit only for
slavery, his former pupil, Alexander, of' Macedon,
acted on the principle that Greeks and Persians,
victors and vanquished, .couId associate on the
basis of equality andfraterniry.

On one hand, one finds everywhere and at all
times fear and hatred of the foreigner, the stranger,
the man of different color or tongue or beliefs; on
the other hand, there' is evidence of an effort of
the human consciousness to be aware of the uni
versal in all men, of a common bond and a com
mon destiny. "The universal in its true and inclu
sive sense is a thought," Hegel said, "that it has

press-basic civil liberties; at the same time, he
could be treated as a member of his race, and not
as an individual, with respect to the schools he
could attend and the public facilities he could

. enjoy-s-baste Civil rightS. The distinction between
the person as an individual and the person
member of a group has its roots in history,
rality, and social psychology..Reinhold Niebuhr
noted that

LAW: Civil Rights

IV
CIVIL RIGHTS

Although the terms "civil rights" and "civil liber
ties" are often used interchangeably, when they are
differentiated the latter generally denotes the rights
of individuals, while the former refers to the con
stitutional and legal status and treatment of
minority groups that are marked off from the ma
jority by race, religion, or national origin. The fol
lowing illustration will show the difference. In the
United States since the end of slavery, there has
never been any question about the Negro's equal
rights to freedom of religion or freedom of the

other countries (e.g., the German Fed
eral Republic, Italy, India) to adopt judicial review
in some form, and as history proceeds there will
be a growing body of evidence on the relation be
tween civil liberties and this once uniquely Ameri-
can institution. •........>/

. ROBERTG.McCLOSKEY

[See also CIVIL DISOBEDIEtC:;hE~OC~CY;EQUALITY;

FREEDOM; HUMAN RIGHTS.]
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alism as a kind of political order which contrasts
sharply with nonconstitutional systems, such as a
totalitarian dictatorship. In order to develop such a
concept, a constitution must be defined in a way
that indicates the features which make it contrast
with other kinds of political order. These features
come into view when we ask: What is the political
function of a constitution? If that question is
asked, the constitution is seen as a process by
which certain political objectives are realized. What
are these objectives?

The first and foremost objective is that of pro
tecting the individual member of the political com
munity against interference in his personal sphere
of genuine autonomy. It is his self that each man
,resumably wishes to have safegmrded. The roots

0'1' this concern with the self are. predominantly
Judaic and Christian, although it must be recog
nized that self-concern is not completely lacking in
Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism.
Sll,ch a self js first of all defined by a convictiol,lal
core which is seen as "inviolable," if the self is to

_, be m~lntajned in its uni ueneks and iude endence.
1 se n as possessing the right (or freedom) of

religion. Beyond this core, the individual's sphere
is variable; constitutionalism has stre;sed different
rights at different times, and the content of such
rights has undergone significant changes. The
seventeenth and AightssRtll. CSRt..",€S liked to"fl1!!i
anout such rights as "naturaY' and b~that a~~ec

tIVe to suggest that, the inhere in bJ11an nat J

" lienee· are unalterab~ Nowadays the term
"IW.man"rights i!!.-P"M€rred. because comparative

is!orical observation~OWD that these nghtS
are subject to differentiation in time and place and
that their real significance must be seen in terms
of a minimum sufficient to protect the individual's
convictional core.

The basic objective of protecting the individual
member of the political community is reinforced
and institutionally safeguarded by the division of
political power, both functionally and spatially.
Such division may therefore be considered the sec
ond objective of a constitution. Typically, the
"separation of powers" serves as the functional di
vision, while federalism serves as the spatial. Both
require a con~titution for. their effective operation.
They operate as restraints on governmental power.
In this perspective, then, a constitutional govern
ment is one in which effective restraints divide po
litical power, or, to put it 'negatively, prevent the
concentration of such power. Thus, constitution
alism is both the practice of politics according to
"rules of the game," which insure effective re
straints upon governmental and other political

CONSTITUTIONS AND CONSTITUTIONALISM

words, every regime, even a tyranny, was said to
have its constitution or politeia. .

Related to this Aristotelian notion is the more'
modern idea of a constitution as the organization
of a government, its offices, and the relation of the
offices. A variant is the conception which considers
the actual power relations the "living" constitution
(McBain 1927; Sternberger 1956). This, too, is a
term that might be (and has been) applied to an
absolute monarchy or a totalitarian dictatorship as
readily as to a political order such as the United
States or Great Britain.

Similar to these. two conceptions, although dis
tinct from them, is the notion that the constitution
is the "basic law" in the sense of incorporating the
basic legal rules and conceptions of a given com
munity; it, too, would apply to an absolute mon
archy or dictatorship as readily as to. any other
regime. In contemporary juristic works, however, a
constitution is more commonly defined as a de
cision concerning the organization of government
(Kagi 1945; Schmitt 1928), as a legal system of
integration (Smend 1928), or as the basic norm
(Kelsen 1945). Kelsen would trace any constitu
tion to the one from which it is derived. "The docu-

•ment which embodies the first constitution is a
real constitution, a binding norm, onIy on the con
dition that the basic norm is presupposed to be
valid," he wrote ((1945, p. 115), after having pointed
out that "the validity of this first constitution is the
last presupposition, the final postulate, upon which
the validity of all the norms ()f our legal order de
pends" (1945,p. 115). These and siIIlilardefini
tions clearly embody a genetic theory of law; they
ali derive from a positivist notion of law, accord-·
ing to which law has its origin in the power "
(usually seen as force) of a. government. Still dif
ferent are those definitions, embodying morpho-'
logical theories, which describe a constitution in
such terms as a system of divided powers (Lowen
stein 1957), as a mixture of monarchy, aristocracy,
and democracy, and similar indications of the pat
tern or design of a government. Definitions of this
kind are usually given in more concrete terms and
refer to a particular pattern or design, making it at
times a paradigm or norm for ali. Not only in popu-, '
lar parlance but also in advanced juristic thought
do we find such statements. A sophisticated variant
of morphological theorizing is represented by prop'
ositions alleging that the constitution, usually a
particular one, is merely a symbol or a myth.

None of these generalized concepts of a consti
tution-s-whether philosophical, political, or legal
(juristic )~are capable of providing the under
pinning for the distinctive notion of constitution-
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very different from that of modern constitution-
alism. The stress was upon stability and strength.
Such. was also the core objective of Roman con
stitutionalism. Slowly evolved over the centuries, .",
the R~man constitution wlls llVl'0nder of compli-/T,jl
cate.d a.nd interrelated r.estr.aints... ·. All the different/: 'ffi":j
offices, from that of th~C(>ns~s down to those . .... .
the minor functionaries, w"resubject to carefully"
elaborated rules embodied in law supported
powerful religious beliefs- Polybius' provided a
brated analysis of this constitutional order, as
presumably worked around 200 B.C.; and Cicero,
in the Republic and the Laws, added further
touches of insight and rationale. What Polybius
marveled at, however, was not how it protected the
Individualbut howit provided the strength which
made Rome great by giving the Roman political
community a measure of internal stability and pro
viding a balance of the different classes. It was this
strength and stability which later inspired Machia
velli, Harrington, and Montesquieu. The problem
which they and many others contemplated
length, and which each solved in terms of his
political convictions, was the problem of
strong and stable system came to decline
eventually to be replaced by monarchical
lutism. John Dickinson added his own interpreta
tion in Death of a Republic (1963), making an
analogy between the process and the modern rise
of totalitarian dictatorship. Like Montesquieu and
others, he interpreted Roman constitutionalism in
the perspective of contemporary problems of con
stitutionalism. The problem is basically simpler;
Roman constitutionalism provided strength and sta
bilityfor a city-state. It was unsuited to the larger
territorial power whichRomebecame as the result

.of this strength and stability/Rome's decline was
inherent in its rise-a built-in' dialectic often ob-

. served in nature. As McIlwain has insisted, there
can be no doubt that the theory of the Roman con
stitution was that "the people and the people alone' .,.+;

are the source of all law" (1940, p. 48). This
means, of course, that for an understanding of
Roman constitutionalism a grasp of the nature of
lex is vital. The distinction between private and
public law is essential and is "a distinction that
lies to this day behind the whole history of our
legal safeguards of the rights of the individual
against encroachment of government" (McIlwain
1940, p. 48), The Roman notion that law is the
common solemn promise of the public became a
vital ingredient of Western constitutionalism. With-
out such a concept of law, constitutionalism's po-
litical function as a system of restraints is greatly
weakened.

Medieval .constitutionalism built on the basis

action, and the theory-explanatory and justifica
tory-of this practice.

Historical development

Modern Western constitutionalislll, with its em
phasis upon the individual's rights, is not the only
form in which constitutionalism, defined as a: sys
tem of restraints upon governmental action, has
historically been practiced. Not to go too far afield,
the historical discussion will be limited here to
Greek, Roman, and medieval constitutionalism, be
fore turning to the history of English, French, and
American constitutionalism. For Greek and Roman,
as well as medieval, constitutional ideas have been
so important in shaping modern constitutionalism
that they greatly help us to understand it. At the
same time, the failure to distinguish them clearly
from modern constitutionalism has been the source
of many confusions and misunderstandings.

Greek constitutionalism (as well as Roman) was
largely practice, rather than theory, although Aris
totle's doctrine of the politeia in the specific sense
of the model regime constituted a significant first
theory. Before we turn to it, Plato may be said to
have pointed the way by making nomos the cri
terion by which to distinguish good from bad re
gimes. For the nomos, while not oriented toward
the individual, embodied the prevalent communal
notions about what is right and just, and provided
a standard that transcended the particular system
of rule. Plato was convinced, however, that the
observance of nomos could be insured only by con
centrating power. in the hands of the wise: In his
later years, especially in the Laws, he was inclined
to concede that much of the nomos might be
spelled out in nomoi that were observed by all.
However, the mode of finding these nomoi-by
means of a nomothetes, or legislator-as well as
their ultimate enforcement through the Nocturnal
Council, shows him to have retained his ultimate
confidence in the wise man rather than in the safe
guarding constitution-as do both Confucianism
and Hinduism [see PLATO]. Aristotle, preoccupied
with the general happiness, advanced further to
ward institutional safeguards. His notion of a
mixed constitution which would be a mean be
tween monarchy, aristocracy, and' democracy was
philosophically related to his preference for mesotes,
the middle road, the mean between extremes. His
torically, it constituted a rationalization of political
practice in a number of Greek poleis, if we are to
credit the few hints that survive [see ARISTOTLE].

Both the Aristotelian argument in favor of a
mixed constitution and the corresponding practices
in a polis, such as those which Solon sought to
establish at Athens, rested upon a value preference
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thus laid. It sprang from the medieval idea that. all
legitimate government is government according to
law. But that law was held to be largely in exist
ence and merely in need of being made "public,"
although the idea of legislation was never entirely
lost. How could it be to men who read the Old ..
Testament and the corpus juris, which are filled
with evidence of legislation as a matter of his
torical fact? But all this law was already at hand,
as was the customary law by which men lived in
their particular national communities. Medieval
constitutionalism arose, as did Greek and Roman
constitutionalism, from the struggle of an aristoc
racy seeking to restrain a monarchical ruler who
threatened to become a tyrant. In this struggle, con
stitutionalism became associated with the church,
which in some places and at certain times even
played a leading role. The share of the bishops in
the fighting preceding the issuance of Magna
Charta certainly was considerable. King John's at
tempts to deal with this ecclesia~ticalopposition by
enlisting the support of the pope miscarried; he
misunderstood the position. of the church. Vitally
interested in the restrair . ments and
anXlots torer-- - s of law,
su~ as family law, the church developed thedoc

"'~l~of natural law as It had come down from the
Stoics, more especIally Cicero, and had il;;;'n---in
cQ!porated in the imperial code,. the Corpus Juris
Civilis. To determine whether particular laws were
in keeping with.' the natural law-for only then
could they be considered fully just laws-the
church felt it ought to participate in the making
of such laws as well as in the interpretation of
established law and custom: In the Roman law, a

.constitutio was a law established by the emperor;
in the medieval world, such collective bodies as the
"king in parliament" were seen as the Successors
to the emperor. Legem constiiuere meant to estab
lish thel~W' by formal enactment. Ecclesiastics
ought ~o participate-and fairly generally did par
ticipate-.,.~Ilthis process..For e~ample, the Golden
Bull, W'hichlegulated ~e election of the Holy
ROIllaIl eInper%was a constitutio in this classical
sens~.The .arc~bishops of Cologne, Mainz, and

. Trier participated and were made electors under
this "constitutional" charter. For many medieval
thinkers, jurists, and philosophers, no distinct con
stitutional problem existed apart from the general
proposition that all government should be accord
ing to and under the law. Had not the great
Aquinas treated of government just incidentally
within the context of a discussion of law and
justice as part of the Summa theologica? [See
AQUINAS.]

- - ...... -o_!1is nerhans most repreSP:lta~
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SromweII proclaimed the idea that in any consti
"iutton there is "somewhat fundamental" vihich
OUght nOt tpjiesubject to change by Parliament.
Since Parliament insisted on violating such re
straints upon its own exercise of power, Cromwell
eventually had to rule arbitrarily, a dictateur
malgre lUi.

Cromwell's desperate efforts were accompanied
by two striking theoretical efforts, each reflecting,
in a sense, one' horn of his dilemma. Thomas
Hobbes, the philosopher, rejecting outright the ' 
of constitutionalism, pleaded in his
(1651) for a radical concentration of powers in
the hands of the sovereign. Opposing him, James
Harrington, the political theorist, in his Oceana
(1656) recognized that the hoary doctrine of a
mixed constitution implied a separation of the
powers of governing and that a "government 6f
laws and not of men" can be achieved only if those
governing are "constrained to shake off this or that
inclination." According' to him, there are two ever
recurring orders, the "natural aristocracy" and the
common people. They must concur in making laws,
and together constitute the legislative power. A
third power, the magistracy, must execute the laws.. " )'?,)

The balance between these three bodies is achieved;,:';
in a constitution, and a commonwealth consistsof,;'
"the senate proposing, thepeople resolving, and the>':'
magistracy executing." It is evident that Harring'
ton's generalization was based upon Roman and '"
English experience [see HARRINGTON].

Soon after Cromwell's death, English sentiment,
swung back to its traditional constitution and in
the course of the Restoration recaptured a measure,
of that consensus upon which it had rested. When

. • ", . ,I
James II threatened to disrupt this consensus, i( ·1
powerfuIIy reasserted itself in the SO-Galled GlOri~' 1
ous Revolution, a smoothly efficient coup d etat tha.i·,J
replaced one king with another and reaffirmed the ."(!'l
basic rights in a traditional declaration, the biII Of'.•.'.'..·\•.•..•..•.·.•1..'
rights, in 1689. John Locke was, of course, the ••••; • .;
theorist of these events, who skiIIfuIIy summed up \ '., ' •• ,
and generalized English constitutional thought.
His Two Tr.e.atis.e.s. of (ioveTnm~nt (1690) although
they1lntedate the Glorious Revolution by nearly
decade, have long and rightly been taken to belt'V,):
jUstification of this proceeding; for, especiaIIy in {."
the second,~T:~':;" ~,ocke plainly asserts a people'
rl~ giYP lliPif it;; own constitution [see LO~KE]."'7.;.~
""T.Fnght, although first stated by Iobn Milton,Q I / ,
was part ofa congeries of rights that Locke held:
to be ~ral §!Gmiv@rsal, and epit§liz.erl-in the'
forp1Ula§ the rights of life, liberty, and property.
Property was, of course, de~r to the rfflng ffi5'ur
g<;oISie; but in Locke's understanding, it still "las

BODIN]. Although this doctrine was perfected and
radicalized by Thomas Hobbes, England's insularity
made the demand seem less urgent [see HOBBES].
The constitutionalist position had in the meantime
been maintained in spite of Tudor "absolutism"
and was developed in the sixteenth century by Sir
Thomas Smith and Richard Hooker: In his De
republica Anglorum (1583), Smith stressed the
representative function of the "klng in parliament"
and delineated in functional terms the emergent
notion of a mixed'government through a separa-

, tion of powers. Richard Hooker, in his celebrated
Laws of EcclesiaStical Polity (1593-1597), devel
oped a careful elaboration of Aquinas' philosophy
of law and the need for general consent, if it is to
hold. But the consensus in terms of which both
Smith arid Hooker wrote and argued gradually de
clined, and, the more' poignant issues' of modern
constitutionalism presented themselves in the
course of the revolution . and its aftermath which
filled much of the seventeenth century.

Probably the most significant and certainly the
most lasting legal contribution to the moderniza

.tion of medieval constitutionalism was made by
Edward Coke. With all the ski11 of a great lawyer
and an extraordinary capacity for historical learn
ing, combined with a striking lack of historical
sense, he brought medieval precedent to bear upon
the issues arising between the king and Parliament
or, more realisticaIIy, between Puritans and An
glicans, between old wealth and new wealth, be
tween landed property and trading interests. Coke,
more than any other man, made Magna Charta the
battle cry of those who insisted on man's rights
[see COKE]. The Petition of Rights of 1628, while
the first major official declaration of such rights,
was still preoccupied with, the rights of English
men, as prescriptively recognized since Magna
Charta. As the revolutionary movement gained mo
mentum after the calling of the Long Parliament
in 1640, the historic and legal guarantees were
reinforced by the idea that these rights derive from
the very essence of man's nature. And while the
Petition of Rights had been concerned with prop
erty rights, the right to a man's freedom of con
science-the right, that is, of freely confessing
one's religious conviction-moved into the fore
ground. It was at the heart of Oliver CromweII's
outlook and was given eloquent expression in John
Milton's Areopagitica (1644). The so-called Agree
ment of the .People proposed by CromweII's more
radical foIIowing was the first of a series of at
tempts toward effectively institutionalizing these
rights through the protection of a constitutional
system. In t number of epoch-making statements,
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through all the phases of revolutionary violence;
and the truly constitutional beginnings, inspired
by Montesquieu and Mirabeau, soon yielded to a
concentration of powers in support of a program
of social. transformation and renewal carried out
with religious zeal. Even so, the French more fully
grasped the key notion of a constituent power than
had previously been the case.

Very different and sharply contrasting was the
evolution of constitutional thought in America.
Starting from English precedent and utilizing the
experience derived from colonial charters, the
fathers of American constitutionalism were any
thing but revolutionary in outlook. Washington,
Adams, Jefferson, Hamilton, and Madison-to men
tion only the most illustrious names-were all men
who believed in order as well as progress. To them,
the position which independence. had occasioned
required orderly resolution without delay. The two
successive constitutions which they helpedfashion
we~ot)Iinspired by the ideas of'Loc ..." .. ,
tesqui",!!-Jln e !'ntire constitutionalist tra-ie" tiley Iepreserrted and embodie,d. But
such mspiration "'s the American constitutionalists
received was tempered by their knowledge that
concrete and unprecedented problems were facing
them. As a result, they discovered a number of
highly Significant institutional solutions which past
constitutionalism .had. failed to resolve, notably
federalism, judicial review of legislation, and the
process of constitutional amendment. This achieve
ment was theoretically reinforced by Its skillful
defense in The Federalist, in which Hamilton, with
the help of Madison and Jay, expounded the doc
trine of modern constitutionalism in such elabora
tion that it could become the basis' of nineteenth
century constitution making. Along with the
ideological stimulation of the French revolutions
-for the great revolution of 1789 was followed by
a series of coup d"etat-like revolutions in 1833, I
1848, 1851, and 1871-the American ReVOIUtionN'
seemed to prove that a community's political order 1
may be rationally constituted and that an act of
political decision making can organize the govern-
ment and make Itlegitimate. .. ....

In spite of lingering doubts which the notion of
organic growth instilled in the minds of the more
conservative elements, European nations under
took the task of constitution making. Belgium, the
Netherlands, the Scandinavian kingdoms, the sev
eral German kingdoms, Switzerland, Spain, Aus
tria-Hungary, and Italy all fashioned constitutions
in the image of those of Britain and the United
States. Constitutionalism became the battle cry of
all progressive forces, and broadly based popular

y,ery broadly construed to mean virtually the en\!!:e
personal sphere of what is a man's own It was the
firffi belief of Locke and succeeding generations
that no government which failed to recognize these
rights could possibly be considered legitimate, be
cause no one could be held to have surrendered
what "he has no power to part with." Hence, the
"freedom" to choose a form of government really
excluded the right to choose a nonconstitutional
government. Constitutional government was a gov
ernment in which the crucial power to make laws
was divided between king, Lords, and Commons,
while the other two powers, the executive and fed
erative, distinguished by Locke from the legislative
one, were attributed to the king along with his
share of the legislative power. Only in the Act of
Settlement in 1701 was the independence of the
judiciary recognized, thus laying the basis for
Montesquieu's interpretation of the separation of
powers in more strictly functional terms.

In a celebrated chapter of The Spirit of Laws
(1748) Montesquieu undertook to restate the doc
trine of restraints in more nearly systematic and
"logical" terms than Locke's tradition-derived view
had offered. His formulation of the doctrine, dis
tinguishing the legislative, executive, and judicial
functions and attributing. each to a separate indi
vidual or group, achieved universal acclaim, was
institutionalized in the American and French revo

tions, and became the basis of nineteenth
century constitution making. These three functions
still revolved around the idea of law; the law
making function was contrasted with the law
administering (executive) and the law-interpreting
(judicial) functions [see MONTESQUIEUj. Although
he called these three functions "powers," Montes
quieu pointed out that the judicial power was "in
a sense nil" (dans une [aeon. nul)-that is, no
power at all. By this curious phrase, Montesquieu
did not, of course, wish to suggest that the judi
ciary had no function but, rather, that this func
tion depended for its implementation upon sanc
tions which ultimately required force.'. (It was
precisely this~impotence".of the judicial power
which recommended it. to the' American constitu

makersastherguardlan" of the constitution.)
The French revolutionary movement, which far
transcended the governmental and constitutional
sphere, did not stop to consider such niceties. Bent
upon achieving the millennium, the successive con
stitutions were increasingly inspired by Rousseau's

.radicalism, which would "force men to be free"
[see ROUSSEAU]. Between the Declaration of the
Rights of Man and Citizen, issued in 1789, and
the dictatorship of Napoleon, the French ranged



Contemporary problems

It remains to delineate briefly some aspects of.
contemporary constitutionalism in Europe, the
emergent nations, and the Sovietsphere. Since th~

second world war, constitutionalism in Europe has
served the goal of giving expression to what have
been called the "negative revolutions" in France,
Italy, and Germany. By these revolutions a defunct
and generally rejected totalitarian fascist pastha~
been negated and replaced by a more or less con-.
ventional constitutional order. The constitutions
of the Fourth Republic, of the Italian Republic, and
of the Federal Republic of Germany closely re
semble the orders which existed prior to the seizure
of power by Mussolini, Hitler, and the Petain
Laval group. There were and are significant dif
ferences, of course: the Fourth Republic attempted
the federalization of France's colonial empire;
Italy abolished the monarchy; and the Federal
Republic is still only a torso, although it is stabiliz
ing its executive' and moving toward a two-party
system. Moreover, the Fourth Republic has yielded
to the Fifth, which is characterized 'by a vigorous
presidential system with little more than the trap
pings of parliamentarism remaining. At the same
time, its colonial empire has all but vanished. Both
changes together constitute a more radical and
revolutionary transformation than has occurred in
either Italy or Germany. The constitution under
which they have occurred did not envisage them,
even though it has permitted them. It has proved a
feeble restraint upon de G,aulle's: determination to
govern the country as he sees fit. While the Ital
ian and German constitutions have more nearly
achieved the functional purpose of restraint, they,
too, have been bent and twisted in various ways.
Thus all three constitutions serve to illustrate the
weakening of constitutionalism in Europe. This de
cline is not to be wondered at when one observes
the lack of interest in and support for constitu
tionalism among the citizenry.

Beyond the national borders, constitutionalism

CONSTITUTIONS AND CONSTITUTIONALISM

movements, such as that of German unification, that of fitting past experience with constitutional
were conceived in terms of making a constitution. government to the particular circumstances of time
The unsuccessful attempt, 'in 1848, to achieve such and place. ln the emergent nations, this task often "/"
a constitutional order on a broadly represe~tative i~volves complicated problems of cultural adapta-/;
and liberal basis was,;, to be sure, replaced by an ., ' , tion: But such adaptations apart, there is the Illor~i:'
authoritarian solution in the Reich of Bismarck's general problem of determining thecomponentspt'[c
creation; but even then a constitution crowned the a model constitution..Withina particularcultur;il>
newly won unity. '," . ' , context, such models have been laid out for .munici- ..

Indeed, many monarchical rulers sought added palities and states in the United States. Whether;it';<;.
legitimacy durmg the post-1848 period by "giving is possible to formulate a broadly conceivedcoTll:.:.:
a constitution" to their people. Such royal constitu- mon denominator of universal validity is an open"
tion making regarded the constitution as a grant question.
from the "sovereign" and hence as an alternative
to the democratic legitimacy of a popularly elected
constituent assembly. While imperfect as a realiza
tion of constitution making, it was nonetheless a
step in the direction of establishing restraint on
government, through autolimitation. That it con
stituted progress may readily be surmised, if one
considers the possibility of a totalitarian regime
today believing itself to be bound by the "constitu
tion" it has established, instead of treating it merely
as a facade, Monarchical constitutionalism was, in
the sense of autolimitation, government according
to law. As the democratic forces gained ascendancy
in the course of the nineteenth century, such mo
narchical constitution making became outmoded.
It lacked the legitimacy of a constitution based
upon popular approval. In Switzerland and other
countries, democratically based procedures, similar
to those used in the United States, were generally
adopted.

Making constitutions of this democratic kind
generally calls for a representative constituent as
sembly in which the constitution is debated and
eventually adopted. The work of such an assembly
may be reinforced by submitting the constitution
to popular referendum, but such plebiscites are of
doubtful value. Rejections have been few, the most
striking recent instance being that of the first post
war constitution, submitted to the French elector
ate in April 1946. In the case of federal systems,
there is also likely to be some procedure for secur
ing the assent of a majority of the member units,
through either legislative action or referenda. As
constitutional experience has accumulated, the role
of "experts" has become more and more important,
Indeed, preparatory commissions have often been
established to draft a constitutional proposal" as
was done in the case of Puerto Rico in 1952 and
the several German Lander under American occu
pation in 1946. Experts, whether jurists or political
scientists, can be most effectively employed at this
formative stage of constitution making. The prob
lem confronting the modern constitution maker is
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has played a certain role in the broad movement
for the unification of Europe. Within the European
movement, there has been considerable discussion
about the most suitable constitution, with federal
ism and parliamentarism as the key issues. Beyond
the initial Council of Europe, the Community of
the Six emerged. A draft constitution for this po
litical community was fashioned by a constituent
assembly, the Assemblee Ad Hoc, in 1952/1953;
quite a few other drafts have been put forward by
organizations and individuals. A radical group of
European federalists has pleaded for a popularly
elected constituent assembly-so far without any
significant result. In the meantime the unification
has gone forward slowly within the context of cul
tural and economic life, sanctioned by interna
tional treaties and enforced by international insti
tutions. Even a European bill of rights has been
agreed upon (within the broader and looser frame
work of the Council of Europe), and its enforce
ment machinery has been ratified by a number of
states. Th}' role of constitutionalism in all these
developments has been limited. To some extent,
the .lingering conviction of its importance has ac
tually been a hindrance rather than a help to
progress, because of its tendency to formalize and
institutionalize before the underlying political and
social realities justify such actions.

Although constitutionalism is apparently weak
ening in its heartland, it has been a factor of con
siderable importance in the emergent nations. To
most of them, the fashioning of a constitution for
their political order has been significant as a sym
bol of their newly won freedom. Some of the con
stitutions are of extraordinary complexity and

. formal sophistication, notably that of India. Here
the task of organizing a whole culture of conti
nental dimensions presented problems never before
solved by vvestern constitutionalism. Working with
European and American precedents, India had to
add totally new provisions. It is, however, widely
felt thatthe Indianc()~stitutiondoes not really ex
presspoliticalreality-.a.criticism which could, of
course, also be applied to I:ll0st other constitutional
systems. Only thos~partsof politics which canbe
expressed in legal rulescan be reflected ill a. con
stitution. Behind th~. formal organization, an in
formal one will always .. operate. It is ali .-e~sential

part of the living constitution, which could not
function without it. Insight into this aspect of con- "
stitutionalism has often led" and continues to lead
to a cynicism which looks upon a constitution as
merely a facade behind which the true reality of
the political order is hidden. Such arguments
usually overlook some of the most obvious counter-

arguments. Terms of office, modes of election, ter
ritorial divisions, and many other provisions in
modern constitutions are descriptive of at least part

'. of the political reality. Clearly they do not exhaust
that description and may not even mention cer
tain important political institutions-for example,
parties. In many of the emergent nations constitu
tionalism cannot fulfill even this more modest func
tion, and does not restrain the government because
it is not the expression' of a firm belief in the im
portance of doing so. More especially, bills of rights
remain empty paper declarations because the rul
ing party or clique readily identifies itself and its
power with the public interest. This tendency is
enhanced by the practice in totalitarian communist
states.

Within the Soviet sphere, and more particularly
in the Soviet Union itself,·the constitutions are
largely facades. The purely formal character of such
documents as the successive constitutions of the
Soviet Union is revealed by the fact that they do
not evolve. They remain what they are, on paper,
until one day they are completely altered by the
effective rulers of the dominant party. They em
body essentially what the regime wishes the world
outside and its own people to believe about the po
litical order. They therefore invariably contain ex
tended bills of rights devoid of all enforcement
machinery or possibility of implementation. The
bill of rights is seen as ia declaration of princi
ple, and its function was summed up in 1962 by
the Soviet scholar A. r. Lepyoshkinas follows:
"... every constitution ... is a result of changes
in the balance of class forces; it expresses the will
and interest of the classes in power, guarantees the
principles of such social and state order as is ad
vantageous for and agreeable with the interests of
these classes.... The Soviet constitution embodies
the principles of socialist democracy, it is a genu
inely democratic constitution." Surprisingly enough,
Lepyoshkin did not hesitate to claim that the
Soviet constitution "serves as the most important
instrument of safeguarding the rights and interests
of the Soviet citizens from any encroachment...."
No details were furnished, however, as to how such
a constitution actually safeguards these rights; it
might conceivably be "the most" important instru
ment without. being •• an important one; since no
other instruments exist. " .

The broad tradition of consntuttonalism has in
this century been projected onto the world plane.
The Covenant of the "League of Nations and the
Charter of the United Nations are both embodi
ments of this international constitutionalism. Quite
in keeping with the constitutionalist tradition, a



[See also CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; DEMOCRACY. Other
relevant material may be found in CRISIS GOV
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CONSUMER SOVEREIGNTY

CONSUMER CREDIT
See INSTALLMENT CREDIT.

CONSUMER CHOICE
See UTlLITY.

CONSTRUCTION
See Housrxo,

"Consumer sovereignty" is one of those concepts
that flourish and are Widely influentiallong before
they are explicitly recognized and named. (Their
belated recognition is often concomitant with their
decline.) Much of the substance of consumer sov-
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted
after vigorous dehate by the United Nations in De
cember 1948; but no enforcement machinery has
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it is very doubtful that any suchenforcement could
at present be implemented. International constitu
tionalism is not· a mere facade, but .thevery fact
of the participation of totalitarian regimes makes
it inevitable that this constitutionalism partakes to
some extent of the character of totalitarian consti
tutionalisrn.'fhatsuch constitutionali~mis imper
fect, that it does n?t restrain the governments
operating under it to . any significant degree, is
obvious. That it may nevertheless become the basis
for gradual implementation, and thus the starting
point for the achievement. of genuine constitution
alism, is the hope of many. Such.hope may find
some confirmation -in the past history of constitu-
tionalism. .
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMERCE SECRETARY VERITY
URGES U.S. TRADING PARTNERS
TO LIFT BARRIERS

_~mmerce Secretary C. William Verity said today the United States

will take steps to reduce its budget deficit but warned that America's

trading partners, particularly Japan, must remove barriers that

contribute to severe trade imbalances between the United States and its -v-. .z-
-,'

allies.

In a speech before the National Press Club, Verity said the trade
imbalance, particularly with Japan, cannot be tolerated. Noting that Japan's
trade surplus was $82.7 billion with the world and $51.4 billion with the
United States last year, he said:

"This trade imbalance is part of the reason for the recent troubles
on the world stock markets and other financial markets--trouble which is
hurting the Japanese as much or more than anyone else."

To forge a new and constructive trade relationship with the United
States, Japan will need to move faster to open its markets to American
products, Verity said.

Saying that the U.S. budget deficit was the biggest problem the
United States had to deal with in trying to reduce the trade imbalance,
he said, "It is important that we bite the bullet now and that we
take a big cut in the deficit in the current negotiations on Capitol
Hill. "

But he added, "Our trading partners are misreading the mood of
America to believe that we will sit on our hands and do nothing while
they maintain barriers to our trade".

"It is now that the United States needs to export more ••• reducing
trade barriers and opening foreign markets is a priority item in trade
policy," Verity said.

Verity also said that in the remaining 14 months of the administration,
he will focus on getting Congress to pass a trade bill that will aid U.S.
exports, on efforts to reduce the trade deficit and on .programs aimed at
fostering privatization.

-more-
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Verity said the administration will seek to eliminate negative
parts of the trade bill such as those that would remove
presidential discretion and weaken antidumping and countervailing duty
laws.

Reduction of the U.S. trade deficit will require a cooperative
effort o~ the private and public sector, Verity said. The private
sector must work on improving the quality and attractiveness of
American products, he said.

r~e Commerce Department will also develop incentives for
encoulaging government agencies to contract out parts of their work to
the private sector where the work can be done more cost effectively,
Verity said.
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Good afternoon. It's a pleasure to be with you today, and
I want to thank the National Press Club for having Mrs. Verity and
me as your guest.

I have been impressed to learn how many things the Commerce
Department does. With just fourteen months to go, we have to ask
the question, What can we at Commerce do of substance that will help
our President achieve his goal of a stronger, more stable but-ever
growing American economy?

-.'
The obvious answer is to take what has been put in place by

Malcolm Baldrige, one of the ablest and most respected Cabinet
officers Washington has seen in years, and finish the job he had
started. I always had great respect for Mac Baldrige, but it
has increased tremendously when I found out more about what the
33,000 people at the Commerce Department were all about and how
diverse are their activities.

I had no idea when I took this job that I'd be in charge of
the weather -- the good weather, that is. And during the very
first briefing given me to acquaint me with the people and functions
of the Department, I walked into the Secretary's meeting room where
there were a sea of new faces, and as I walked around the room,
shaking hands, all of a sudden there was an admiral.

And I said, "Admiral, what are you doing here?"

He replied, "You'll soon find out that you have a 24-ship
Navy to carry out ocean research and geodetic studies and to enforce
the laws for protecting our marine fishing territories, which are
all under your charge. That was just the start. Those briefings
took two weeks -- all devoted to getting me up to speed on the
wide-ranging activities of Commerce.

And then during that same period and during the confirmation
process, I learned the importance of export controls and what impor
tance this town and others place on the transfer of high-technology
items to the Soviet Union. And there was good reason.

The export control function is one of the most important
mandates of the Department of Commerce. I am personally committed
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to a strong and effective program to ensure sensitive U.S.
technology is well guarded from the Soviets and other Warsaw Pact
countries. The key to an effective program rests on two major
points.

First, that the export control list be focused on truly
strategic items unencumbered by low-level goods that only dilute
the importance of those things we truly must guard well. And the
second critical factor is assuring that the strong control and
enforcement goals of the United States are also shared and
implemented by our major trading allies.

Our export control experts were in Europe just last week
talking with our allies in COCOM. The organization established
for uniform controls, and we will continue to work closely with
them to assure uniformly effective controls.

As I look forward to the next fourteen months, it was obvious
there was already enough on our platter to keep us well occupied.
But we decided we should focus on three topics which are of
particular concern to the immediate well-being of our country. "',' ,:'

-.'
1. A trade bill worth passing.
2. What can we do to reduce the trade deficit?
3. Foster privatization.

The trade bill now being reviewed by both Senate and House
conferees is an unwieldly document of over a thousand pages. We
would hope that by working closely with the Congress and our col
leagues, that we can emerge with a trade bill that is good for the
United States. We will work hard to enact those parts of the bill
that will help U.S. manufacturers increase exports in world markets.

And we will work hard to preserve and strengthen the provi
sions already on the books which provide relief for unfair trading
practices. Particularly, antidumpting provisions and countervailing
duties, those parts of the trade law that are administered by the
Commerce Department.

There are good provisions in the trade bill -- the
clarification of foreign corrupt trade practices, refinements and
helpful additions in the Export Trading Company Act, improvements
involving patent and trademark infringement, streamlining of the
export control laws, and those provisions which help our firms
inc~ease exports. And it's important that we go forward with the
Uruguay Round of the GATT if the Congress will give negotiating
authority.

Those are the good parts of the bill.

The negative parts of the bill are plant closing notification,
the efforts to remove Presidential discretion in trade cases and
some of the proposed amendments to weaken the antidumping and
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countervailing duty statutes. We've seen recently that the use
of the 301 provisions are effective methods for controlling unfair
trade practices.

Well I would like to see a bill that helps American business
sell their products through the world and we'll try to create such
a bill. I think it is possible, but will be very difficult. But
no bill is better than a bad bill, and I think the President has
made it clear that he will use the veto if it's a bad bill.

As many of you may know, I will be going to Japan next week
at the invitation of MITI Minister Tamura, and I hope to meec the
new Prime Minister, Mr. Takeshita. I do not, of course, expect
to negotiate on specific items, but I do expect to talk very frankly
with our Japanese friends about .our mutual -- and I stress
mutual -- trade problem.

The U.S.-Japan relationship is a truly strange and paradoxical
one. On a whole range of issues, from defense to the Philippines,
our relationships with Japan could hardly be better. We probably
have fewer problems with them than with any of our other major "".
friends and allies. But the relationship is increasingly soured
by the one bad apple -- trade.

For myself, I have had a number of contacts with the
Japanese over the years, and I count myself a genuine friend of
that country. I hope that position entitles me to speak to them
forthrightly, as I intend to do next week. Both they and we know
that the Japanese trade surplus -- $82.7 billion with the world last
year and $51.4 billion with the United States alone -- is simply
not sustainable. This trade imbalance is part of the reason for
the recent troubles on the world stock markets and other financial
markets -- trouble which is hurting the Japanese as much or more
than anyone. Some of their barriers to imports, not only from us
but from others,.simply seem inexplicable, but indeed are very
serious.

I certainly intend to approach the Japanese as an old friend
who is desirous of new and constructive initiatives in our trade
relationship.

But this will require that the Japanese accept more
responsibility for trade imbalances, and that they move faster to
open their markets to us, and to the rest of the world. I believe
the Japanese understand this, that they want to do this, and that
they desire the goodwill of its world trading partners.

Now how about the culprit, our horrendous trade de f Lc Lt;',
This nation can't stand -- nor should tolerate -- a trade deficit
of $160 billion. Unless we,concentrate on reducing this now, we
can do serious damage to world trade and the world economy. What
causes the trade deficit? Many things. And some will be hard to
reverse in a short timeframe, such as savings and investment rates,
exchange rates. .
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It's a problem that requires cooperative effort of the private
and pUblic sector. The U.S. trade surplus in 1981 reversed itself
in 1982 and then continued North because of the steep rise in the
value of the dollar. It literally knocked American products out of
the box. At the same time, our budget deficit went out of control,
raising interest rates and the value of the dollar, making U.S.
exports expensive and imports cheap. And those high interest rates
jacked up the cost of capital, making it more difficult for American
firms to invest, modernize and compete effectively.

So, government is a factor in the trade deficit, since the
major cause is the bUdget deficit. Other factors worth mentioning
qUickly are economic coordination among the developed countries,
particularly Germany and Japan, to encourage them to stimulate their
own economies. We should also push for a growth-oriented solution
to the debt crisis of the less-developed countries so that these
countries can increase their imports. But the biggest problem is
the U.S. budget deficit.

It is important that we bite the bullet now and that we take '.'
a big cut in the deficit in the current negotiations on the Hill:··.. · ~'."'.
And then we must continue to urge Americans to let Congress know
that we want spending reductions. And that we will support and
tolerate less Federal largess to make it happen.

But there are things that the private sector must work on.
First, the quality, price and attractiveness of our products. It
is quite simplistic but true that we will export more and import
less only if we can produce products at better prices and quality
than our foreign competitors. We must make "Made in the USA" the
symbol of highest quality and performance.

And we have the need, secondly, to do all we can to get new
technology from the laboratory, whether government or private, to
the marketplace faster.

Thirdly, we need to have an export mentality awareness.

The Commerce Department is very interested in working with the
Council on Competitiveness in a new program -- "Export USA" -- which
spells out guiding principles that may be useful in framing an
effective competitiveness strategy, with emphasis on "Export".

We plan to make the rsources of the Department of Commerce
available to this·· effort and to work hand-in-hand with the Council.
American business has brought innovation and creativity to getting
new technologies to the marketplace faster. And now we have several
initiatives which will help inventors in government-funded
laboratories to do likewise.

The U.S. has been investing about $110 billion annually
in R&D. Half is federally funded. But of the 120,000 patent
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applications filed annually, only 3,000 cover federally-sponsored
research. A new act called the Federal Technology Transfer Act of
1986 makes it possible for government laboratories and inventors in
those laboratories to share in the proceeds of bringing the product
to market. These inventors will receive a percent of the income
from the invention and also from royalties after the product is in
the marketplace.

This can be very significant in taking advantage of the many
inventions that derive from government laboratories or from
federally-funded university efforts.

One of the items in the trade bill is to establish, within the
Commerce Department, the National Institute of Technology. Based on
the existing National Bureau of Standards, the new institute would
work with small and mid-sized manufacturing businesses to help
improve their technical abilities. And through this Institute, the
Department of Commerce would provide Federal leadership and a single
focus for all state and local efforts to develop technology and
generate economic development. '....

-..
Another plus for America is that the Commerce Department's

Patent and Trademark Office is being automated. This will allow
an inventory in, say, South Carolina to access patent office files
and compare his invention with all existing patents.

A total commitment to quality individually, industrially,
and nationally, is a high priority. Many U.S. companies have made
the cOmmitment to world-class quality and are beginning to regain
market share. These are some of the winners, such as, Hewlett-Packard,
Xerox. But there are still many companies that have not learned yet
how to respond to this threat. But I was heartened by a recent
Gallup poll that showed business executives believe that improving
the quality of the nation's goods and services is the most critical
challenge facing U.S. business in the next three years. Substantially
ahead of such things as cos~ reduction, government regulation or
industrial relations.

A good example of a company that has surmounted quality
challenge is Corning Glass Works. They developed ceramic substrates
for automotive emission-control devices. Corning invented the
material, developed the manufacturing process, sold the concept to
Detroit, and built a plant to manufacture it. A short time later,
Japanese competition threatened to capture the entire market, based
on quality.

Threatened by the loss of Detroit's business and 1,000 jobs,
a determined Corning plant manager led a rigorous quality drive,
reducing the error rate to 30 defects per million pieces made.,
This averages out to about one mistake per person every six weeks.
The result -- Corning has the U.S. business and they now sell to
Japanese car manufacturers.
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Closer to home, the Commerce Department is working on a new
award to be called the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award.
This award will be given annually by the President to that company
that achieves quality excellence of products, processes or services.
It will be the Academy Award of Quality for American Industry.
The prestige of this award will make it the most highly sought award
in the country -- hopefully much like the Deming prize in Japan.

My third initiative is to foster privatization. We will develop
incentives to encourage departments and agencies of government to
move to the private sector those programs which can more efficiently
be carried out by private, rather than government, institutions.

This will help us do all we can to trade tax costs for tax
income.

Where possible, user fees should be put in place to lessen the
burden on the taxpayer and put it on the persons who use the service.
At the Commerce Department we shall look into every chance to
transfer functions to the private sector, and before adding any new.
federally-funded programs, we shall make the test to see if that'··· .
function could be done by the private sector or in a pUblic/private:"
partnership. .

So, ladies and gentlemen, there is much to be done in the next
fourteen months to help strengthen our nation domestically and in
world markets.

First, we will work with Congress to product the trade bill
that is worth passing.

Two, we will work with the Japanese and other trading partners
to reduce barriers to our exports.

Three, we will work with the business community to increase
U.S. competitiveness in world markets through the "Export USA"
program and other efforts to attain highest quality and more rapid
commercialization of new technologies.

And four, the time for privatization is here. We will take a
leadership role in achieving an efficient and rational privatization
program.

Let me close by telling you just one more story. And this
happened just the other day when Mrs. Verity and I attended our
first formal black-tie function at the National Gallery of Arts.
I was fortunate enough to sit next to an attractive lady and,
in making conversation, she asked me what I did. I said, "I'm
Secretary of Commerce." She said, "What's that -- what do you do?"
I was somewhat. taken aback and I started to say something and she
said, "well, who are you a secretary for -- who do you work for?"
Well I was a bit surprised, but as I thought about it, that's a
pretty good question.
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Because I'm working for the 33,000 able and dedicated
employees at the Commerce Department. I'm working with the leaders
of our business community who are striving to improve our competitive
position in the world markets. And I'm working for our President
to help carry out his policies which have made his Presidency the
shining light in this century's recordbooks. And I'm looking forward
to working with all of you over the next fourteen months to help
focus on those things which will truly strengthen our nation and
its economy. .

Thank you.
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